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1. Diagnostic Procedures - M. Schwab 

1.1 Problems in Clinical Neuroscience 

From symptoms to disease to pathophysiological mechanism: 

Symptoms (weakness, blurred vision, vertigo, memory failure, headache…) – diagnostic procedure, differential diagnosis: specific 
disease, syndrome (=characteristic group of symptoms) – underlying neurobiology and pathological processes 

 Improve diagnostic tools 

 model of a disease should be comprehensive 

 Frequent mismatch between clinical importance of a disease or syndrome and its visibility in the scientific community 
(e.g. high visibility for genetic neurodegeneration, poor recognition of chronic pain, headache, sleep disturbances…) 

Many diseases show a spectrum of manifestations 

 One or several different diseases? (e.g. schizophrenia, autism, multiple sclerosis…) -> probably 3-4 diseases 

 Multifactorial background of age, sex, environmental conditions, life style… (search for causative factors!) 

 Genetic vs. environmental factors 
- challenge for disease classification 
- challenge for the appropriate modelling of the disease 

Mechanistic analysis, experimental approach in animal models 

 Model must match (as many as possible, ideally all!) the central characteristics of the disease 

 Model must be accessible for experimental manipulations and analytical dissection (fish/fly > rodents > higher mammals) 
- Goal are hypotheses on the pathophysiological mechanism of a specific disease or disease condition 
- Derived from these mechanistic insights: Novel experimental therapies (to stop and reverse the disease, repair 

damage, compensate lost functions) 

New therapies: From animal models to clinical application 

Defined stages: 

 Preclinical evaluation: Proof of concept in >1 animal species with relevance to man, efficacy, mechanistic insights, 
absence of negative effects or toxicity. – Patenting 

 Development: Large scale production under GMP conditions of clinical grade substances; formulation and route of 
application; developments of devices for easy general practise 

 Clinical trial Phase 1: Dosage and way of application, tolerability and safety: absence of side effects and toxicity; open-
label (no controls), observation of effects in comparison with historical controls 

 Clinical trial Phase 2: Efficacy, proof of concept in man. Double-blind, randomized with controls. Small numbers of test 
subjects, few sites. 

 Clinical trial Phase 3: Multicentric, multinational, large numbers of patients (very high costs: hospital days, follow-ups, 
insurance, administrative costs for patents, regulatory authorities) 

 If successful: Drug or device admitted, recommended use 
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2. Clinical Examination - Multiple Sclerosis - S. Schippling 

2.1 Neurological Examination 
 Mental Status (Language, Speech) 

 Cranial Nerves 

 Motor (Reflexes) 

 Sensory 

 Cerebellar 

 Gait 

Mental Status 

 What? 
- Level of alertness, awareness 
- Degree of interaction 
- Orientation 
- Following commands 
- Older children: naming objects, simple calculations, extinction, neglect, fund of knowledge 
- Difference from baseline 

Language and Speech 
Language 

 Comprehension 

 Spontaneous, fluent 

 Appropriate content 

 Other things you can check: repetition, naming objects, reading, writing 
Speech 

 Prosody (Satzrhythmus) 

 Volume 

 Rate 

 Dysarthria 

Cranial Nerves 

 CN 1: Olfactory 

 CN 2: Optic 
- Visual acuity 
- Visual fields 
- Fundus 

 CN 3: Oculomotor 
- Pupil reactivity to light (direct and consensual) and 

accommodation 
- Extraocular eye movements (superior, medial and inferior recti; 

inferior oblique) 

 CN 4: Trochlear 
- Extraocular eye movements (superior oblique) 

 CN 5: Trigeminal 
- Muscles of mastication 
- Facial sensation (V1, 2, 3 divisions) 

 CN 6: Abducens 
- Extraocular eye movements (lateral rectus) 

 CN 7: Facial 
- Facial muscles 
- Taste (anterior 2/3) 

 CN 8: Vestibulocochlear 
- Hearing 
- Vestibular function 

 CN 9: Glossopharyngeal 
- Taste (posterior 1/3) 
- Uvula 

 CN 10: Vagus 
- Phonation 
- Palate elevation 

 CN 11: Spinal accessory 
- Head turn 
- Shoulder shrug 

 CN 12: Hypoglossal 
- Tongue protrusion 
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Motor 

 Tone 

 Muscle bulk 

 Strength: check agonist/antagonist pairs 
- Grading system 

0: no movement 
1: can see muscle contraction but no movement 
2: can move with gravity eliminated 
3: can move against gravity 
4: can resist opposition to some extent, but not full (+, - also) 
5: full strength 

- Pronator drift 

 Abnormal movements 

Reflexes 

 Grading system 
0: absent 
1+: hyporeflexic 
2+: normal 
3+: brisk, without clonus 
4+: brisk, with clonus 

 More pathologic descriptors: crossed, spreading 

 Clonus 
- Sustained 
- Unsustained 

 Pathological reflexes 

 Plantar response 

Upper versus lower motor neuron disorder 

 

Sensory 

 How and what part of the nervous system are we checking? 
- Light touch 
- Pinprick 
- Temperature 
- Vibration 
- Joint position sense 

 Checking a level 

 Romberg- correct positioning! 

Cerebellar 

 Ataxia 
- Axial 
- Appendicular 

 Finger-nose-finger 

 Heel-knee-shin 

 Rapid alternating movements 

Gait 

 Casual 

 Toe 

 Heel 

 Tandem 

 What are those last 3 testing? 
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2.2 Epidemiology of MS 
 Autoimmune inflammatory, demyelinating and 

degenerative disease of the CNS 

 4.000.000 people affected worldwide 

 Approx. 12.000-14.000 patients in CH; 130.000 in DE 

 Women:Men 2-3:1 

 Age of disease onset: 25-30 years (young adulthood) 

2.3 Etiology 

Aberrant immunology in Multiple Sclerosis 

 

Multifactorial etiology of Multiple Sclerosis 

    

Common presentations in MS 

 Visual 
- Optic neuritis 
- INO (internuclear opthalmoplegia)/diplopia 

 Motor (weakness; fatigability) 
- Progressive myelopathy 
- Incomplete transverse myelitis 

 Sensory (numbness; paraesthesia; pain) 
(Eine Parästhesie ist eine nicht-schmerzhafte Empfindung im Versorgungsgebiet eines Hautnervs ohne erkennbare adäquate physikalische Reize. Sie wird 
von den Betroffenen meist als Kribbeln, „Ameisenlaufen“, Pelzigkeit, Prickeln, Jucken, Schwellungsgefühl und Kälte- oder Wärmeempfindung beschrieben.) 

- Lhermitte’s (electrical sensation that runs down the back and into the limbs, elicited by bending the head forward) 
- Incomplete transverse myelitis 

 Coordination 
- Ataxia 

 Gait 
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Typical MRI findings in Multiple Sclerosis 

 
Structural abnormalities on T1 weighted MRI reflects axonal damage – T1 hypointensities 

 

Inflammation and neurodegeneration 

 Acute active lesions lead to secondary axonal damage and microglia activation 

 Axonal damage starts early and primarily not necessarily associated with overt clinical disability (e.g. motor impairment) 

 Irreversible neuro-axonal degeneration is the correlate of sustained disability progression in MS 

Axons are transected (durchgeschnitten) during inflammatory demyelination 

 (A) Confocal image of an actively demyelinating MS lesion stained for myelin protein (red) and axons 
(green). The three vertically oriented axons have areas of demyelination (arrowheads), which is 
mediated by microglia and hematogenous monocytes. The axon on the right ends in a large swelling 
(arrowhead), or axonal retraction bulb, which is the hallmark of the proximal end of a transected 
axon. Quantification of axonal retraction bulbs has established significant axonal transection in 
demyelinating lesions of MS. 

 (B) Schematic summary of axonal response during and following transection. 
1. Normal appearing myelinated axon. 
2. Demyelination is an immune-mediated or immune cell–assisted process. 
3. As many as 11,000 axons/mm3 of lesion area are transected during the demyelinating 

process. The distal end of the transected axon rapidly degenerates while the proximal end 
connected to the neuronal cell body survives. Following transection, the neuron continues 
to transport molecules and organelles down the axon, and they accumulate at the proximal 
site of the transection. These axon retraction bulbs are transient structures that eventually 
“die back” to the neuronal perikarya or degenerate. 

Heterogeneity of Multiple Sclerosis 

 

What is an MS relapse? 

 “a focal disturbance of function, affecting a white matter tract, 
lasting for more than 24 hours. Typically, tends to progress over a 
period of a few days, reaching a maximum in less than 1 week and 
then slowly resolving.” - Schumacher et al. 

 “occurrence of a symptom or symptoms of neurological 
dysfunction, in the absence of fever, with or without objective 
confirmation, lasting more than 24 hours.” - Clinical trials 

Defining the clinical course of MS 
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2.4 MS diagnostic criteria 

Mc Donald criteria - Dissemination in space and time 

           
MS diagnostica criteria - 2010 revision: Dissemination in space and time demonstrated by MRI 

  
MRI in MS: Concomitant Presence of GD-Enhancing and non-enhancing lesions indicates dissemination in time 

 
MRI criteria for MS in patients with clinically isolated syndromes 

 Allow more rapid diagnosis of MS, preserving 
equivalent specificity and/or sensitivity in comparison 
with past criteria 

 Simplify the diagnostic process with fewer required 
MRI examinations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

McDonald criteria - Dissemination in space as defined by MRI 

 Dissemination on space can be demonstrated by at least ≥1 T2 lesion in at least 2 of 4 areas of the CNS (as depicted on 
the right). 

 Gadolinium enhancement is not required for 
dissemination in space. 
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Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF): Diagnostic procedure 

 CSF findings in MS 

 Relevance of oligoclonal 
bands: Conversion from CIS 
to clinically definite MS 

 
 
 
 
 

High, medium, low impact factors on progression 

Effect of baseline clinical, biological and MRI characteristics on 
the risk of attaining an EDSS score of 3.0 
EDSS 3.0 multivariate analysis 

 Blue: indicates low impact prognostic factor 

 Green: indicates medium impact prognostic factor 

 Red: indicates high-impact prognostic factor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.5 Differential Diagnosis in MS - MS Mimics 

Case 1 

 39-y.o. male, apraxia and dysphasia, neuropsychiatric 
abnormalities (memory deficits a.o.) 

Additional diagnostic: 

 CSF: 25/3 cells; mild protein elevation; OCB negative 

 EEG: focal slowing but not epileptic potentials 

 Lab: unremarkable 

 Improvement upon antibiotic treatment; significant improvement under high dose steroids  

 Follow up: no focal abnormalities; mild neuropsychological deficits  
 ADEM - acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis 
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Case 2 

 46-y.o. female with subacute numbness of both legs, walking problems (unstable gait) 

 2005 Visual problems on her right eye (Optic neuritis?) 
Zusatzuntersuchungen: 

 CSF: 68/3 cells, OCB negative 

 VEP: conduction slowing on both eyes (indicative of demyelination of the optic nerve) 

 MRI … 

     
Ist NMO Teil des Multiple Sklerose Spektrums?  NMO is not a variant of Multiple Sclerosis 

 
The spectrum of neuromyelitis optica NMO-Diagnosekriterien 

     
Characteristic brain MRI abnormalities in CNS aquaporin-4 autoimmunity 
BACKGROUND: 
Although neuromyelitis optica has been traditionally regarded as a disease without brain involvement, brain abnormalities are not 
uncommon in patients with neuromyelitis optica-related disorders. 
METHODS: 
We aimed to characterize the brain MRI abnormalities in neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder patients who are seropositive for 
anti-aquaporin-4 autoantibody (AQP4 Ab). Of 236 consecutive patients with inflammatory demyelinating central nervous system 
diseases, we retrospectively analyzed MRI characteristics of 78 patients who were seropositive for AQP4 Ab. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
In central nervous system AQP4 autoimmunity, brain MRI abnormalities were more common than is generally appreciated and 
were characterized by their unique localization and configuration. 
 Anti complement antibody treatment in NMO 
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Neurosarcoidosis 

 Involvement of the PNS/CNS in 5 % to 15 % of systemic sarcoidosis cases 

 1 to 7 cases per 100.000 (Neurosarkoidose) 

 Epitheloid cell granulomas (Th-1 reaction) 

 Basal leptomeningitis, cranial nerve involvement, N. opticus 

 White matter lesions in case of vasculitis of perforating arteries 

 PNP, radiculopathy, myopathy 

 2/3 subacute monophasic, 1/3 chronic-remitting 
Picture: 

a) Neurosarcoidosis axial FLAIR-sequences (A–E) showing abnormal signal elevation, slight 
volume increase in the midbrain, dorsal pons and the pinealis region (arrows). Sagittal 
T1-weighted CM series (F) with fat suppressed sequences: 
pathological CM enhancement in the mesencephalon, dorsal 
pons and pinealis region (arrows). 

b) Neurosarcoidosis axial, T2-weighted sequences (A–D) showing 
multiple, signal enhanced areas in the interal capsula and the 
Globus pallidus left, Crura cerebri and the Gyri recti on both 
sides, right frontal lobe, periventicular white matter and both 
temporal lobes. 

c) T1-weighted, after Gd (E–H): pathological CM enhancement in 
the corresponding areas. 
 

Treatment: 

 Steroids 1mg/kg tapering over 2-3 months 

 Immunosuppression (azathioprin, 
methotrexate, MMF) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Case 3 

 32-y.o. banker; subacute aphasia and confusion PMH unremarkable. 

 CSF: mild protein elevation 

 Further course: inner ear hypacusis on the right 

Susac-Syndrome (Jo Susac - 1979) 
Trias: 

 Branch retinal artery occlusion 

 Hypacusis (cochlear) 

 Encephalopathy 
 Microangiopathy 

 
Treatment options: steroids, azathioprin, cyclophosphamide, immunoglobulins 

Susac’s Syndrome or MS ? 
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2.6 The prognostic value of MRI 

Initial lesion load and long-term disability 

 

Increase n T2 lesion load and disease evolution 

 

Defining high, medium and low impact prognostic factors for developing multiple sclerosis 

 
 
 MRI is predictive 
of future disability 
progression 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.7 Therapeutic options in MS 

MS Therapiealgorithmus - Heute: Was steht zur Verfügung? 
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Clinical event rates in MS Phase III trials 

Relapse rates are decreasing in placebo cohorts of MS Phase III clinical trials over time 

 

Some background on brain atrophy in MS 

 In MS, brain atrophy occurs at ~ 5–10 times the rate observed by ageing (0.1–0.3% per year); begins early and persists 
throughout 

 Brain volume loss used to assess neuro-axonal degeneration (potential measure of neuroprotection in clinical trials?) 

 Brain/spinal cord atrophy correlates significantly with physical disability and cognitive dysfunction in MS 

 Brain atrophy that is predictive of future disability; may be a stronger predictor of disability than T2/T1 lesion-load 
measures. 

Neuroaxonal loss are substrates of MRI measured cortical pathology 

 Axonal loss is related to gray matter atrophy in the inferior frontal gyrus. 

 Brain atrophy starts early in the disease and persists throughout. 

Relevance of brain atrophy - Group level evidence 
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3. Myotonic Dystrophies - M. Polymenidou 

3.1 Disease classification and genetics 

Myotonic Dystrophy (DM) 

 First described in 1909 by Hans Steinert 

 Most common muscular dystrophy in adults 

 ~1 per 20,000 get DM each year 

 Multisystemic disease – no cure 

 Skeletal muscle weakness and myotonia 

 cataracts 

 insulin resistance 

 heart dysfunction 

 mental retardation 

Myotonic Dystrophy is 100% genetic disease caused by repeat expansions in untranslated regions of two genes 

 

Anticipation and instability of repeats 

 
 
 Anticipation is less obvious for 
larger DM1 repeats and DM2 
 Potential saturation of 
effects/somatic mosaicism 
 
 

Classification of Myotonic Dystrophy: Severity and age of onset correlates with number of repeats 

 
 
 No congenital form associated with expansions in 
ZNF9 gene (DM2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Myotonic Dystrophy type 1 and 2 belong to microsatellites repeat-expansion diseases 

 Microsatellite instability is associated 
with nearly 30 hereditary disorders 

 Repeats may occur either in coding or in 
non-coding regions with different modes 
of toxicity 

 Repeats form stable, non‐canonical 
structures, both at the RNA and DNA level 

 Repeat RNA accumulates in the nucleus 
of affected tissues of DM patients 
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Conclusions 

 Myotonic dystrophy (DM) is the most common type of muscular dystrophy in adults and is a multisystemic disease 

 DM is a purely genetic disease caused by CUG repeats in 3’UTR of DMPK1 (DM1) or CCUG repeats in the 1st intron of 
ZNF9 (DM2) 

 Disease severity and age of onset correlates with number of DM-associated repeats, which are instable and expand 

 Anticipation is the increasing disease severity and decreasing age of onset in successive generations 

 Repeat RNA accumulates in the nucleus of affected tissues of DM patients 

3.2 Animal models and pathogenic mechanisms 

Pathogenic mechanisms in Myotonic Dystrophy 

Haploinsufficiency? 
Decreased levels of DMPK or ZNF9 leading to loss of their function 

 Decreased DMPK RNA in DM1 patients 

 DMPK deficient mice do NOT develop myotonia 

 Expression of ZNF9 RNA is not affected in DM2 patients 
 Haploinsufficiency of DMPK or ZNF9 is not a primary 
pathogenic mechanism in Myotonic Dystrophies 
 Reduced levels of SIX5 due to CTG expansions in DM1 patients 
contribute to pathogenesis 
RNA toxicity? 
Repeat RNA is toxic for cells 
 RNA toxicity is suggested by: 1. Repeat RNA foci in patients, 2. Repeats in unrelated genes cause DM 

Repeat RNA toxicity is the primary cause of Myotonic Dystrophy type 1 and 2 

 Transgenic mice expressing CTG repeats develop myotonic dystrophy-like phenotype 
o CTG repeats in an unrelated gene (human skeletal actin - HAS) 
o Long 960 CTG repeats in DMPK 

 Repeat RNA expression cause myotonia in transgenic mice 

CUG repeat RNA forms hairpin structure and sequesters the RNA binding protein Muscle Blind (MBNL) 

 CUG repeat RNA forms hairpin structure with affinity to Muscle Blind (MBNL) protein 

 MBNL is sequestered in RNA foci of DM patients and mice 

 Normally MBNL is scattered in the nucleus 
 Does loss of Muscle Blind (MBNL) function trigger pathogenesis of Myotonic Dystrophy? 

Loss of Muscle Blind (MBNL) recapitulates characteristic features of Myotonic Dystrophy in mice 

 Muscle Blind knockout mice develop myotonia and cataracts 

 Overexpression of Muscle Blind rescues myotonia in CUG-expressing mice 
 Loss of Muscle Blind functions is a primary trigger of Myotonic Dystrophy 

Sequestration of MBNL and upregulation CUG-binding protein (CUGBP) lead to errors in alternative splicing in DM 

 

The splicing pattern of specific developmentally-regulated RNAs is reversed in Myotonic Dystrophy 

 
 Aberrant splicing of specific RNAs can 
explain distinct clinical features of 
Myotonic Dystrophy 
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Repeat-Associated-Non-ATG (RAN) translation: 
Toxicity of protein aggregates? 

 Non-canonical translation resulting from ribosome stalling 
due to repeat RNA structures 

 First discovered in 2011 in spinocerebellar atrophy 8 and 
muscular dystrophy 

 Results in abnormal proteins that form aggregates, which 
may be toxic 

 Both sense and antisense repeat RNA gets translated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Conclusions 

 Haploinsufficiency of DMPK or ZNF9 is not a primary pathogenic mechanism in Myotonic Dystrophies 

 Reduced levels of SIX5 due to CTG expansions in DM1 patients contribute to pathogenesis 

 Repeat RNA toxicity is the primary cause of Myotonic Dystrophy type 1 and 2 

 CUG repeat RNA forms hairpin structure and sequesters the RNA‐binding protein Muscle Blind (MBNL) 

 Loss of MBNL and increased CUGBP function lead to aberrant alternative splicing, which causes disease symptoms 
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4. Neuromuscular disorders - J. Petersen 

4.1 General aspects/diagnostics 

Symptoms 

  Loss of strength 

  Atrophy 

  Fatigability 

  Pain 

  Numbness/tingling 

 These symptoms are not so specific, they could also appear in cardiovascular diseases 

Diagnostics 

 Medical history (including family history) 

 Neurological examination 
- Start to test the brain nerve (1 nerve- olfactory nerve) 
- Test the eye nerve (follow a finger without turning his head) 
- The patient has to close his eyes as fast as possible  you can't open his eyes  
- Test the cheek (fill the cheek with air & the neighbour test that the mouth don't let air blowing out) 
- Neck adductor etc. 
- Next test the sensory muscles 
- Now the reflexes (test both knees) 
 You want to check the muscle weakness 

 Laboratory tests 

 Muscle MRI 

 Exercise tests (NIFET, SATET) -> put the patient on the ergometer 
and afterwards measure the lactate value 

 Echocardiography 

 Pulmonary function testing 

 E(N)MG 

 Muscle biopsy 

However … 

 Muscle complaints are (very) common 

 Many different causes (inactivity, psychogenic disorders…) 

 Often treatable causes (Toxicity, Alcohol, Vitamin deficiency) 

 Assessments should be «rational»! 

4.2 Myopathies 

Case: 44 year old male 

 bald forehead 

 atrophy of facial muscles 

 atrophy and weakness in hand and feet muscles 

 „myotonic reaction“ 

Curschmann Steinert disease = Myotone Dystrophy 1 
•  1 per 20.000 
•  Hereditary disorder (autosomal dominant) 
•  „CTG-Repeat-elongation“ in DMPK gene 
•  correlation between repeat length and severity 
•  most severe courses when inherited by mothers 

Muscle disorders therapy 

•  Treatment of underlying disorder 
•  Immune-mediated neuromuscular disorders 

- Steroids 
- Cytostatic drugs 
- i.v.-Immunoglobulins 

•  Treatment of concomitant disorders 
•  Physiotherapy, Ergotherapy, Logopedics, splints, canes… 
•  social support 

4.3 Neuropathies 
•  Mononeuropathy: Lesion of one single nerve (by pressure, injury) 
•  Polyneuropathies: Lesion of many nerves (toxic, metabolic, inflammation, hereditary…) 
•  Radiculopathies: Nerve root disorders (spinal disc herniation) 
•  Plexopathies: brachial or lumbosacral nerve network disorder (e.g. due to tumors, radiation, immunologically) 
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Mononeuropathies: Carpal Tunel Syndrome 

 Most common «entrapment syndrome» 

 In 75% of cases, people at age 40-70 are affected 

 Causes: «idiopathic» (without known cause); flexor tendon inflammation; joint inflammation (polyarthritis); thyroid 
disorders; pregnancy; kidney insufficiency; diabetes 

 Pressure in the carpal canal leads to compression of small arteries and veins which causes small infarctions and swelling 
of the median nerve 

Case 

 69 year-old women complains about left hand pain 

 Pinprick sensation at night and when bowing / stretching the hand (making phone calls, holding 
steering wheel) - Relief when «shaking» hand 

 examination: «muscle wasting» at the ball of the thumb 

Neurography 
Problem: 

 Similar clinical pattern in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, nerve root lesions and polyneuropathies 

 
Therapy 

 wrist joint splint at night 

 injection of steroids into the carpal tunnel (in pregnancy) 

 Surgery (“open” or endoscopic transsection of the Ligamentum carpi transversum) 

Polyneuropathies 

 2 to 3 percent of the population are affected 

 >55 years of age: 8 percent 
Examples: 

 
Case 

 65-year-old man; «tingling» in the feet 

 Examination: difficulties balancing with eyes closed; hypaesthesia; 
achilles tendon reflexes absent, atrophy of small foot muscles 

Diagnostics 

 Time course, (mot/sens/auton), distribution (smy/asym) 

 ENMG -> which part of the nerve (axonal damage or demyelination) 
Search for treatable causes: laboratory examinations 

 Lumbar puncture? -> spinal fluid -> 
inflammations? 

 Positive family history: genetics? 

 Tumor? (Malignant tumor disorders: sweating at 
night, weight loss) 

Muscle-/Nerve biopsy: 

 Severe/progredient polyneuropathy (vasculitis: 
Entzündungen von Arterien, Arteriolen, 
Kapillaren, Venolen und Venen) 

 Nerves: suralis, peronaeus superficialis 
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Therapy 

 Treatment of the underlying disorder 

 Medication: anticonvulsants (Gabapentin, Phenyton, Carbamazepin); antidepressants, lidocaine patch 

 diabetic neuropathy: control blood glucose levels; Gabapentin, Pregabalin, Duloxetin 

 podiatry, ortheses, orthopedic shoes; check temperature of water / sand; keep feet clean & moisturized; daily inspection 
of feet, avoid walking without shoes (man fühlt nicht mehr viel mit den Füssen) 

 Physiotherapy (balance training) 

 Medication (thyroid etc)? 

 Vitamin substitution 

 antibiotics; antiretroviral medication 

 Immunotherapy (GBS, CIDP…) 

Radioculopathy (Nerve root lesion) 

 Back pain: Life time prevalence 87% 

 Most common cause for lumbar back pain: lumbar disc herniation 

 Lumbar disc herniation in 20-30 percent of people below 60 years, 60% of people above 60 years 

 Rare causes of radiculopathy: tumors, bone metastases, inflammation, infection (Lyme radiculitis…) 

 Difficulty: are the patient’s complaints caused by what can be seen on the scan? 

Therapy 

 Patient should not stay in bed; physiotherapy 

 Early surgery in case of progredient paresis and / or bladder / 
bowel dysfunction 

 “conservative” therapy: physiotherapy, pain medication, 
behavioral therapy 

 Surgery when “conservative” therapy is unsuccessful 
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5. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis and Frontotemporal Dementia - M. Polymenidou 

5.1 Pathology and genetics of ALS and FTD 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) 

 also called Charcot’s or Lou Gehrig’s disease  

 more than 1 per 100,000 get ALS each year  

 no available treatment 

 progressive adult-onset disease  

 upper and lower motor neuron degeneration  

 muscle weakness progressing to paralysis and death typically within 1-5 years from 
onset 

 ubiquitin protein inclusions in the spinal cord (normal role of ubiquitin -> marks the protein to the proteasomes 
(misfolded proteins which are still not fully degraded)) 

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) 

 most common cause of dementia under 60 yrs 

 ~5-15 per 100,000 get FTD each year 

 progressive adult-onset brain disease 

 frontotemporal lobar degeneration 

 behaviour changes including language dysfunction, emotional coldness and apathy and 
death within 2-10 yrs 

 typically no memory loss  different from AD (-> especially in the beginning is no 
memory loss, only in the end it could be) 

 ubiquitin protein inclusions in the frontal lobe 

ALS & FTD are seemingly very different diseases but they are two ends of the same disease spectrum Clinical overlap 

 
 Most of the ALS cases are sporadic and only 10% are inherited 

 

De novo mutations or incomplete family history may account for 
the apparent sporadic ALS cases with genetic causes - The vast majority of ALS cases are of unknown aetiology. 
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Mutations in Superoxide Dismutase 1 (SOD1) cause 20% of familial ALS (2% of ALS) 
•  SOD1-mediated ALS represents only a small fraction of patients 
•  NOT associated with FTD 
•  More than 170 different SOD1 mutations cause ALS 
•  ALS linked mutations disrupt the stable dimeric of wild-type 

SOD1 

Mutations in TDP-43 cause ~5% of familial ALS 
•  Pathological protein accumulations in motor neurons of sporadic ALS patients contain TDP-43 

- Ubiquitinated cytoplasmic inclusions contain TDP-43 
•  TAR-DNA-binding Protein-43kDa (TDP-43) is an RNA/DNA-binding proteins with high aggregation propensity 

- What are Prions? They are infectious, it looks like yeast prion proteins, once they get aggregated they switch to 
this nasty conformation. 

- Red part gets cleaved and phosphorylated in ALS patients. 

 
•  Autosomal dominant missense >35 mutations known to cause ALS Cluster in the 

glycine-rich region 
•  Pathological accumulations of TDP‐43 in fALS-TDP resemble those found in sALS in 

the absence of mutations 
- Picture: The cells which are affected drop all the proteins in the cytoplasm 

 TDP‐43 is the major protein component of ubiquitinated inclusions in most ALS and ~half of FTD cases 

     
Mutations in another RNA/DNA‐binding protein called FUS or TLS cause ALS 

 FUS: Fused in sarcoma or TLS: Translocated in liposarcoma 

 Autosomal dominant and recessive 

 Mutations disrupt the Nuclear Localization Signal (NLS) 

 Juvenile onset ALS associated with FUS mutations 

 FUS aggregation and mislocalization in fALS-FUS 
 

ALS & FTD are seemingly very different diseases but they are two ends of the same disease spectrum Pathologic 
overlap 

- Normally FUS is in the nuclei but in ALS patients it is dropped 
out in the cell 
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ALS & FTD are seemingly very different diseases but they are two ends of the same disease spectrum Genetic overlap 

   
Hexanucleotide expansions of C9ORF72 is the most common genetic cause of ALS and FTD 

 Normal repeat length: 2‐26 G4C2 

 Pathological repeat length: 700‐4400 G4C2 

 ~40% of fALS, ~29% of FTLD and >90% of FTLD‐ALS families have C9ORF72 expansions 

Pathological findings in C9ORF72 ALS patients 

 The cerebellum is unaffected in ALS 

 Cerebellar TDP-43‐negative inclusions and 
RNA foci are unique in C9ORF72 patients 

 
 
 
 

Heterogeneity in ALS patients at least four distinct molecular subtypes 

 

Conclusions 

 ALS is the most common motor neuron degeneration and it causes paralysis and death within few years from onset 

 10% of all ALS is caused by gene mutations (fALS), but the majority of the cases are sporadic with unknown aetiology 

 SOD1 is the first known gene, whose mutations cause ALS (20% of fALS) – Since 2008 many new ALS‐linked genes were 
identified 

 TDP-43, an RNA/DNA‐binding protein is the main protein component of ubiquitinated cytoplasmic inclusions of all sALS 

 ALS overlaps with Frontotemporal dementia (FTD), clinically, pathologically and genetically 

 FTD is the most common dementia below 60 years and is characterized by personality and language dysfunction 

 Mutations in TDP-43 and FUS cause ALS and the respective proteins missaccumulate in affected neurons in patients 

 The pathogenic mechanism of sporadic ALS and familial ALS with mutations in TDP‐43 is likely the same 

 Hexanucleotide expansions in an uncharacterized gene called C9ORF72 is the most common genetic cause of ALS & FTD 

 Patients with C9ORF72 expansions show complex pathology: TDP-43 inclusions, dipeptide aggregates and repeat RNA foci 
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5.2 Animal models and pathogenic mechanisms of ALS and FTD 

Models and mechanisms of SOD1-assocated ALS 

  Transgenic mice and rats overexpressing 
human SOD1 with ALS-linked mutations 
faithfully recapitulate human disease 

  Misfolded SOD1 toxicity triggers ALS in a non-
cell autonomous manner 

Cytotoxic pathways triggered by mutant SOD1 

 

Models and mechanisms of sporadic ALS, fALS-TDP and fALS-FUS 

 Transgenic mice and rats overexpressing human TDP-43 with ALS-linked mutations do NOT fully recapitulate human 
disease 

TDP‐43 and FUS/TLS toxicity may be due to loss of function, gain of toxic function or both 
 
 TDP-43 can play a role as a splicing factor (the first thing we know about it) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TDP-43 and FUS are RNA-binding proteins with multiple roles in RNA processing 

    
Mutiple roles of TDP-43 and FUS in neuronal RNA processing 
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TDP-43 and FUS loss leads to decrease of neuronal RNA targets necessary for synaptic activity 

 
ALS-linked mutations impair TDP-43-mediated axonal transport 

Why do you need to transport the RNA away from the soma? 
The proteins are needed at the synapse so that they can be 
locally translated -> this type of transport shows to be 
disturbed in ALS patients 
 
 

TDP-43 and FUS are components of stress granules (SGs) 
 
SGs: contain RNA binding proteins and RNA -> role of SGs is to 
store translation -> it stops translation -> they are like small 
aggregates. 
 
 

 Stress granule formation may be the first step of the cytoplasmic aggregation seen in patients 

Cytotoxic pathways triggered by mutant or aggregated TDP-43 

 

Models and mechanisms of C9ORF72 ALS 

Proposed pathogenic mechanisms of hexanucleotide 
expansions in C9ORF72 
 Reduced levels of C9ORF72 transcripts in patients with 
repeat expansions 
 Probably not enough to trigger disease – C9ORF72 KO 
mice do not get disease 
C9ORF72 RNA toxicity: Sequestration of RNA‐binding 
protein in RNA foci? 

 Abundant sense and antisense RNA foci in brain and spinal 
cord 

 Repeat RNA forms G‐quadruplexes and sequesters 
nucleolin 
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C9ORF72 Repeat-Associated-Non‐ATG translation: Toxicity of dipeptide protein aggregates? 

 Non‐canonical translation resulting from ribosome stalling due to repeat RNA structures 

 First discovered in 2011 in spinocerebellar atrophy 8 and muscular dystrophy 

 Results in abnormal proteins that form aggregates, which may be toxic 

 Both sense and antisense repeat RNA gets translated 

Overview of pathogenic mechanisms in ALS and FTD 

Definition of RNA foci  
RNA foci, are simply small focal accumulations of the specific repeat 
RNA, which is mutated in disease. This is either CUG for DM1 or 
GGGGCC for C9ORF72-ALS, which is also characterized by RNA foci. 
The mutant repeat RNA forms stable structures: hairpin loops for 
CUG repeats and G-quadruplex for GGGGCC. These structures are 
thought to be responsible for the increased stability and 
accumulation of these mutant RNAs in foci within the cell nucleus, as 
well as their unconventional type of translation (RAN-translation). As 
we discussed, the RNA foci have also been shown to contain RNA-
binding proteins with affinity to the specific RNA sequence, such as 
Muscle blind for CUG repeats in DM1. 
 
 

Open scientific questions in ALS/FTD 

 What causes sporadic disease? What is the toxic mechanism? Which proteins and RNAs are sequestered in TDP‐43 
aggregates? 

 To what extend does the loss of TDP‐43 and FUS function contribute to pathogenesis? 

 What is the molecular mechanism of disease progression? 

 What determines disease phenotype (ALS versus FTD)? What determines the selective vulnerability of neurons in each 
case? 

 Are dipeptide repeat proteins the main toxic entities in C9ORF72 disease? What triggers TDP‐43 aggregation in this case? 

Current challenges in clinical practice 

 Recognition of disease heterogeneity and classification of patients according to molecular subtype 

 Early diagnosis in the absence of disease biomarkers 

 Lack of concrete prognostic markers 

 Lack of markers for monitoring disease progression 

 Lack of effective, mechanism‐based therapies 
 

 

Conclusions 

 Transgenic mice and rats overexpressing human SOD1 with ALS-linked mutations faithfully recapitulate human disease 

 Misfolded SOD1 triggers ALS through multiple cytotoxic pathways and in a non‐cell autonomous manner 

 TDP-43 and FUS toxicity may be due to loss of function, gain of toxic function or both 

 TDP-43 and FUS sustain the levels of neuronal RNAs that are important for synaptic activity 

 TDP‐43 and FUS proteins regulate alternative splicing, including the suppression of cryptic exons 

 TDP-43 and FUS form RNA granules and stress granules ALS‐linked mutations impair TDP-43-mediated axonal transport 

 Stress granule formation may be the first step of the cytoplasmic aggregation seen in patients 

 Transgenic mice and rats overexpressing human TDP-43 or FUS with ALS-linked mutations do NOT recapitulate human 
disease 

 TDP‐43 and FUS are both essential proteins whose loss of function is detrimental for neurons 

 C9ORF72 expansions may trigger ALS through haploinsufficiency, RNA toxicity or dipeptide protein aggregation 
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6. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) - J. A. Petersen 

6.1 Facts 
 Incidence 1-2/100.000 

 4/5 spinal onset, 1/5 bulbar onset 

 Symptoms in case of denervation; denervation is temporarily 
compensated by collateral re-innervation 

 Median survival time 20-48 months; 5-10% live longer than 10 years 

 ALS («combined» motor neuron disease) is the most common motor 
neuron disorder 

 Progressive muscular atrophy: 10% 

 Primary lateral sclerosis: 1-3% 

Onset 

 

6.2 familial ALS - sporadic ALS 

sporadic ALS (sALS) 

 90% 

 Age at onset (mean) 58-63 years 

familial ALS (fALS) 

 5-10% 

 Age at onset (mean) 47-52 years 

 autosomal dominant (rarely X-chromosomal, recessive) 

 mutation is found in 60% of cases 

Overview of events in the pathogenesis of ALS 
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6.3 Differential Diagnosis 

ALS vs. PLS (Primary Lateral Sclerosis) 

 

ALS vs. SBMA (Spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy) 

 

Multifocal motor neuropathy (MMN) 

 Progressive asymmetric weakness with atrophy, no sensory involvement 

 No signs of the 1st motor neuron 

 No bulbar symptoms 

 GM1-antibodies 30-80% 

 CSF Protein may be normal 

 Perivascular lymphocytic infiltrate on nerve biopsy 

 prevalence 0.6 to 2:100.000 

 Age at onset 20-50 years 

Isaacs Syndrome (NMT=Neuromyotonia) 

 
A form of peripheral nerve hyperexcitability that causes 
spontaneous muscular activity resulting from repetitive 
motor unit action potentials of peripheral origin. 
 

ALS-«mimickers» 
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6.4 ALS Diagnosis 
 Confirmation of diagnosis 13-18 months after onset 
Early diagnosis: why? 

 Ethical reasons (patient should be able to make plans) 

 Economic reasons (avoidance of unnecessary examinations) 

 Psychological reasons (fear due to insecurity) 

 Introduction of neuroprotective medication early in the course 

 5-8% misdiagnoses, 40-60% treatable disorders 

Paper: Awaji Criteria for the Diagnosis of ALS 

Conclusion: The Awaji criteria have significant clinical impact allowing earlier diagnosis and clinical trial entry in ALS 

 

6.5 Therapy 
 goal: maintain the patient’s life quality and autonomy; early information about diagnosis; living will 

 Logopedic therapy, ergotherapy, physiotherapy 

 Prophylaxis of pneumonia (physical therapy), early antibiotic treatment in case of pneumonia, therapy of hypersalivation; 
treatment of respiratory insufficiency 

 Symptomatic therapy of dysarthria and other symptoms which might influence quality of life (depresssion, cramps, pain, 
spasticity) - Treatment of swallowing difficulties (PEG) 

 LMWH 

 Treatment of laryngospasm 

Riluzole 

 Riluzole: reduction of cytotoxicity (reduces presynaptic glutamate release) 

 slows the disease process 

 Cochrane 2012: median survival Placebo 11.8, Riluzol 14.8 months 

 Daily dose 2x50 mg 

 Diarrhea, vertigo, fatigue, nausea 

 Elevation of liver enzymes 

 cost: 56 Stk Sfr 490,30 

6.6 ALS-Patients: Quality of life 
 No correlation between physical disability in ALS and either depression or the quality of life. 

 The severity of depression was found to be inversely related to educational status. 

 In ALS patients the quality of life was comparable with healthy controls. 

 “The rationale for not providing life-sustaining treatment to severely disabled patients is that a poor quality of life is 
expected after such treatment. ALS patients can experience a satisfactory quality of life without depressive manifestations 
even if they are severely physically impaired, including in the terminal phase.” 

6.7 Patient presentation 
 «Definite» ALS according to Awaji-Shima Criteria 

 Patient says he has progressive weakness in arms and legs, painful muscle cramps 

 Neurological examination: 
- Frontal lobe dysfunction (pseudobulbar affect, executive dysfunction); neuropsychological examination 

outstanding 
- Dysphagia, dysphonia, sialorrhea, atrophy of the tongue with tongue fasciculations. 
- Weakness / atrophy / fasciculations / exaggerated reflexes in arms and legs  
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7. Parkinson & other movement disorders - C. Baumann 

7.1 Definition 
 Frequent disorder 

 Described in 1817 by James Parkinson as shaking palsy 

Movement disorder: 

 Hypokinetic -> to few movement, decrease in movement 

 Hyperkinetic -> to much movement 

 > 70 years: 1% has parkinsons and with the age the prevalence goes up 
 at younger ages the disease is very rare but it is not impossible 

Definition of a Parkinsonian syndrome 

Motor/Cardinal Symptoms (related to the Nervous system): 

 Akinesia: slow movement 
+ at least 1 of 3: 

 Tremor (rest tremor) 

 Rigidity -> it is hard, increased tone of the muscles 

 Postural instability -> postural reflexes are not working -> you can’t treat it! 

Further (non-motor) Symptoms: 

 Sensory symptoms 
- Pain caused by the brain (because when treat patient with dopamine the pain goes also away that means the 

pain isn’t coming from the joint or the back) 
- Dysesthesia 

 Autonomic disturbances 
- Erectile dysfunction, sexual desire going down 
- Incontinence 
- Orthostatic dysregulation-> dysregulation of blood pressure 
- Body temperature 
- Defecation (Verstopfung) 

 Psychiatric symptoms 
- Depression 
- Anxiety 
- Apathy (Lack of motivation) 
- Impuls control disorders 

 Cognitive Symptoms 
- Dementia 

 Sleep-wake disturbances (Sleep and wakefulness is affected -> patients are very often sleepy during daytime) -> 
sleepiness, insomnia, almost confirming the diagnosis: REM sleep behaviour disorder -> REM sleep is disturbed -> they 
start acting out their dreams -> because the muscle tone is not down -> this start very often years before other symptoms 
(if one is 16 years old and comes with this disorder we can be pretty sure that this patient will suffer from motor 
parkinsonian symptoms in 10-15 years) 

7.2 Epidemiology 

Risk factors: 

 Age: most relevant risk factor 

 Toxins: MPTP 

 Environment: rural lifestyle, cows (methan) 

 Substances: Smoking and coffee appear to be protective 

 Genetics: Familial risk 

7.3 Classification 

Parkinson’s syndrome 

 Idiopathic PD (today we are talking mainly at this one!) 

 Symptomatic PD 

 Atypical Parkinson’s syndromes (almost nothing exists to treat this patients) 

 Genetic PD (especially in young patients, at the moment 20 genes related to PD) 
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7.4 Pathology and Pathophysiology 

Neuropathological correlate 

 Degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the pars compacta of the 
substantia nigra 

 Accumulation of Lewy body inclusions 

 Disturbed basal ganglia regulation 

Basal ganglia physiology 

 
Dark green: Glutamate 
Red pathway: GABA 
 
Indirect way: inhibitory pathway 
Direct way: excitatory pathway 
Striatum: it inhibits the inhibitory pathway; it excitates excitation  
and the end it leads to more excitation 
 
In Parkinson’s disease cells from SNpc are dying 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alpha-Synuclein 

α -synuclein is misfolded and aggregates in the brain -> protein with wrong construction -> folding in a wrong way -> aggregating in 
the brain -> Lewy bodies (α-synuclein: abundant in the SNpc, but they are also present in the autonomic nerves system) 

Way of alpha-Synuclein aggregation: 
Aggregation starts in (1a) ANS -> gut, (1b) hyposmia: smell loss, (2) Brainstem -> REM sleeping behavioural disorders, (3) Basal 
ganglia: motor system, (4) cortex > neuropsychiatric disorders 

7.5 Diagnosis and Differential Diagnosis 

Diagnosis 

 Prim. Clinical 

 Functional imaging 

 Polysomnography: REM sleep behaviour disorder (-> alpha synuclein) 

 Levodopa challenge test: Try to treat -> if the patient gets better you can be pretty sure that he suffers from Parkinson’s 
disease  You have to doubt when he doesn’t gets better 

7.6 Treatment 
 Dopamin -> the compound can’t pass the blood brain barrier (BBB) BUT Levodopa can! 

 Levodopa -------(DA Decarboxylase-inhibitor)----> Dopamine 

 DA Decarboxylase- inhibitor and levodopa need to be given together 
 

   
 

Levodopa Dopamine Agonist 

+strong, tolerable 
+ cheap (because its old) 

+ less motor fluctuations 

- motor fluctuations - expensive 
- sleepiness 
- edema 
- Hallucinations 
- Impulse control disorders (sexual↑, 
shopping↑, gaming↑, punding ↑ (doing the 
same all the time), eating↑ -> bench eating) 
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Parkinson surgery 

Treatment (for impulse control disorders) -> deep brain stimulation 

 2 electrodes in the target region (here subthalamic nucleus) -> we inhibit subthalamic nucleus 

 Treated on both STN? Yes because the diseases starts asymmetrically but it gets bilateral with the series. 

 Reversible, without lesions, modulating of activity within circuits 
When? 

 Motor fluctuations 

 Levodopa-non-responsive Parkinson tremor 

7.7 Other movement Disorders 

Essential Tremor: 

In most patient medication is quite useless -> treatment with deep brain 
stimulation 

 High frequency 

 Regular 
 
 
 
 
 

Holmes/Rubral/Midbrain tremor: 

 Irregularity 

 Much bigger movements 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dystonia: 

 Not so much movement or distorsion of the head 

 Chronic and tonic disorder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chorea: 

 Hyperkinetic  

 Not oscillatory repetitive 

 No distorsion 

 More random pattern you never know what happens next 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You have to know: 

What is parkinson’s disease? What does it looks like? What are the symptoms? 
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8. Epilepsy and Sleep - L. Imbach 

8.1 Historical aspects 

 

8.2 Causes and semiologies of seizures 
Think about the brain as a black box: what can you do to provoke an epileptic seizure? 

Causes 

 brain tumor 

 bleeding (very strong trigger because in the blood is iron and it is oxidative and it puts stress on the neurons) inhibit the 
inhibitory or excite the excitatory neurons 

 Metabolic diseases (for example: high glutamate level in the brain, liver damages, etc...) 

 electrolyte diseases  

 drugs 

 Alcohol? it does the opposite -> it is very unlikely to have a seizure but the day after the risk is higher because of the 
excitability 

 TBI=Traumatic brain injury (with bleeding) 

 genetic diseases 

 inflammatory causes (in particular inflammatory diseases -> its infectious, autoimmune -> MS patient only marginally 
higher risk, Kreuzfeldjakob diseases increases the risk) 

 patient treated with TMS (rare to develop seizures) 

 Herpes encephalitic viruses go directly to the hippocampus -> and this is a region which is highly involved in seizures) 

Semiology 

 generalized (tonic-clonic) 

 focal seizures 

8.3 Definition and Classification 

Seizures 

Are temporary disruptions of brain function resulting from abnormal excessive 
neuronal activity. 

Epilepsy 

Is a chronic condition of repeated seizures. -> the disease where you have 
epileptic seizures 
 

8.4 Short Introduction to the EEG 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) 

 Measures voltage differences between two points 

 Source: Synaptic potentials of synchronized neurons (averaged field potentials) 

 Spatial resolution: 5-9cm (volume conduction mixture) 

 Temporal resolution: dependent on the sampling rate (1/200 up to 1/10’000s)-> direct measurement on a temporal level 

 Filtering: soft tissue and bones are equivalent to low pass filters ( no action potentials are visible in the EEG) 
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8.5 Pathophysiology of focal seizures 
 Source: Focal seizures originate from enhanced excitability in a small 

group of neurons (epileptic focus) 

 Basis mechanism: Pathological (hyper) synchronization is caused by a 
breakdown of surrounding inhibition between neurons. 

 The epileptic focus can be in different states: 
- Interictal (between seizures) 
- Ictal (seizure) 
- status (ongoing seizure) 

Paroxysmal depolarizing shift and feedback inhibition 

Activating (red) and inhibitory (grey) channels involved in seizure generation 

 

8.6 Spatial and temporal organization of seizure focus 

Focal, secondary generalized, and primary generalized seizures 

 Focal and secondary generalized seizures share the concept of a local seizure focus with possible spreading to the whole 
brain. 

 Primary generalized seizures are driven by pathological cortical hyperexcitability and thalamocortical afferents 

   

8.7 Treatment and Management of Epilepsy 
 Pharmacotherapy: 

- Anticonvulsive drugs act on a cellular level (e.g. Na channel blocker, GABA agonists) 

 Surgical treatment 
- ‘Mechanical solution’ by removal of epileptic activity 
- Vagal nerve stimulation (inhibitory signalling?) 
- Deep brain stimulation (seizure propagation?) 

 Disease specific treatment 
- E.g. immuno-suppressive therapy in limbic encephalitis 

 Ketongenic diet 

8.8 Summary 
 Seizure activity results from pathological hypersynchronization of neural activity 

 Different factors can reduce feedback inhibition between neurons leading to the origin of an epileptic focus 

 Epileptiform activity can be detected in the EEG 

 The EEG can be used to diagnose epilepsy 

 Secondary generalized seizures and primary generalized seizures differ in pathophysiology, causes and treatment 

 Treatment options are on pharmacological, surgical or metabolic levels (usually in combination) 
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9. Sleep and Epilepsy - R. Neumann Poryazova 

9.1 Normal Sleep 

What is sleep? 

 Sleep is defined behaviourally by 4 criteria: 
- reduced motor activity  
- decreased response to activity  
- stereotypic postures 
- reversibility 

 Two major processes regulate sleep: circadian and homeostatic 

 Sleep is organized in stages and cycles 

Sleep regulation 

  
Important structures in sleep regulation 

 

Function of sleep 
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Sleep stages and cycles 

 

Sleep profile and need changes with age 

 

9.2 Recording Sleep 

Polysomnography 

Measures: 

 Brain activity = EEG 

 Muscle activity (on the chin) 

 Eye movements 

 Breathing 

 Heart activity = EKG 

 Leg movements 

 Snoring sensor 

 Oxygenation 

 Video – for behavioural peculiarities 
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9.3 Effects of sleep 

Temporal association between sleep and epilepsy 

 Aristotle observed epileptic seizures in sleep 

 2/3 of seizures occur between 8pm an 8am 

 Of 850 institutionalized patients with seizures 
- 21% only at night, 
- 42% only during the day 
- 37% either during the night or day 

 Peaks of seizures occur in response to falling asleep and awakening 

 In sleep-related epilepsy, diurnal seizures, if present, in the first 2 
years 

Sleep stage and epileptic seizures 
Sleep promotes initiation and propagation in partial seizures: 

 Partial seizures, occurring during sleep: 
- 61-68% in N2 
- 20-23% in N1 
- 9-14% in N3 
- only 0-5% in REM 

 Stage N2 promotes secondary generalisation in temporal and occipotoparietal but not frontal lobe seizures 

Effect of sleep stage in interictal and ictal epileptiform discharges 

 

Effects of sleep deprivation on epilepsy 

Effects of sleep deprivation on seizures 

 Sleep deprivation as a seizure precipitant, especially in awakening epilepsy 

 71 patients with partial epilepsy: seizure probability – hours asleep 

 14 patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and sleep diary for 2 years: night sleep duration correlated with seizure 
frequency 

Effects of sleep deprivation on interictal epileptiform discharges 

 Sleep vs. sleep deprivation 

 Longer recording 

 Repeated recording 

 Increased cortical excitability 

9.4 Sleep-wake disorders in epilepsy patients 

Epilepsy ↔ Sleep-wake disturbances 

 Sleep disturbances more common in epilepsy 

 Excessive daytime sleepiness: in 11 up to 50% 

 Obstructive sleep apnoea: in 10% up to 65% 

 Treating sleep apnoea improves seizure control? 

 Restless legs syndrome: in 10% up to 33% 

 Parasomnias with variable frequency 

 Sleep-wake disorders affect quality of life in epilepsy patients 
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9.5 Effects of epilepsy on sleep 

Effects of epilepsy on architecture 

Epileptic patients have: 

↑Sleep latency 
↑REM latency 
↑WASO 
↑Arousals/awakenings/stage shifts 
↑NREM1 

↓Sleep efficiency 
↓REM sleep duration 
↓SWS duration 

 Found also in the absence of seizures 

 In partial and idiopathic generalized epilepsies (in the latter group inconsistent results) 

 More often in TLE than in FLE 

 Treating epilepsy improves sleep architecture 

Effects of antiepileptic drugs on sleep 

   

9.6 Differential diagnosis of nocturnal paroxysmal events 

Paroxysmal behavioural events in sleep 

 Sleep-related epileptic seizures 

 NREM parasomnia (confusional arousal, sleep terror, sleep walking) 

 REM parasomnia (REM-sleep behavior disorder) 

 Paroxysmal hypnogenic dystonia 

 Nightmare disorder 

 Sleep-related dissociative disorder 

 Sleep-related panic disorder 

 Gastroesophageal reflux 

 Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder 

 Catathrenia 

Parasomnias 

 Undesirable physical events or experiences, that occur during entry into sleep, within sleep or during arousals from sleep 

 They can be: abnormal sleep related movements, behaviours, emotions, perceptions, dreaming and autonomic nervous 
system functioning 

 Their diagnosis is important because of the consecutive sleep fragmentation and risk of injuries 

 The patient and his/her bed partner can be affected 

Parasomnias types 
1. NREM parasomnia: confusional arousal, pavor nocturnus, sleepwalking 
2. REM parasomnia: REM sleep behavior disorder: RBD 
3. Overlap parasomnia 

Sleepwalking 

 Complex sleep-associated behaviours with locomotion, mental confusion and amnesia for the episode; injuries are 
common 

 Epidemiology: 
- In children up to 10% 
- In adults 2-4%, 
- yet “de novo” in adults in only 0.6% 

 Etiology 
- genetic predisposition - association with HLA-DQB1*04 und HLA-DQB1*05 

 Triggers 
- medication: Zolpidem, Lithium, Bupropion, Mirtazapin 
- sleep deprivation 
- sleep disorders with arousals, e.g. sleep apnoea 
- pregnancy 
- stress 
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Sleepwalking: clinical symptoms 

 Occurs in the first half of the night 

 Sitting up, standing up or walking 

 Disorientation 

 Often eyes open 

 Aggressive behaviour is possible 

 Possible injuries 

 Amnesia for the episode 

Sleepwalking: diagnosis 
History: 

 typically since childhood 

 positive family history 

 typical clinical symptoms 
Polysomnographie: 

 out of an arousal from deep sleep 

 sometimes synchronous delta-activity before the episode 

 often delta-theta during the episode in spite of open eyes 

Sleepwalking: therapy 

 Secure environment 
Evidence weak: 

 Cognitive behavioural therapy 

 low dose benzodiazepines 

 sedating antidepressants 

REM sleep behaviour disorder (RBD) 

 Characterized by the loss of muscle atonia, normally observed in REM sleep, that can lead to dream enactment behaviour 
(can move in their rem sleep -> normally you don’t' move in REM sleep) 

 Rare in healthy adults, 0.5% 

 Very common in Parkinson’s disease, up to 50% 

 Can precede the motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease 

 Risk for a neurodegenerative disease in idiopathic RBD: 
- 5-year risk: 17.7% 
- 10-year risk: 40.6% 
- 12-year risk: 52.4%. 

REM sleep behaviour disorder (RBD): clinical characteristics 

 Animated, threatening dreams, leading to aggressive behaviour: hitting, kicking, grumbling, but also gesticulating, 
laughing, crying 

 Often serious injuries (self- or bedpartner) 

 Occurs usually in the last third of the night 

 Can be associated with hallucinations, cognitive impairment, vegetative symptoms 

 Trigger factors: antidepressants, alcohol or alcohol withdrawal 

REM sleep behaviour disorder (RBD): polysomnography 

 
REM sleep behaviour disorder (RBD): therapy 
First choice: 

 Clonazepam 0,5–1 mg/d (cave: Exazerbation eines Schlafapnoesyndroms) 
Second choice: 

 Melatonin 3 mg/d 

 L-Dopa 200 mg/d 

 Carbamazepin 200–400 mg/d 

 Secure environment 
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NREM Parasomnia and NFLE 

 
NREM Parasomnia and NFLE: the role of arousal 

 

9.7 Discussion 
 Sleep and epilepsy are mutually interrelated 

 Sleep, arousals from sleep and sleep deprivation can be epileptogenic 

 Sleep disorders are common in epilepsy patients 

 Sleep fragmentation due to sleep disorders can worsen seizure frequency 

 Epilepsy can: 
- worsen sleep architecture/ cause sleep complaints 

 Epilepsy treatment can 
- both worsen and improve/relieve them 

 Differential diagnosis of nocturnal paroxysmal events is difficult 

 Differentiating on clinical features is unreliable 

 Gold standard for the diagnosis: 
- 10/20 polysomnography or long-term video-EEG recording 
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10. Stroke- A. Luft 

10.1 Stroke: m, 61 years 
 12.10.2006: 

- admission to stroke unit NIHSS 12 (moderate stroke) 
- Thrombolysis with r-tPA (is given intravenously to dissolve the clot) 

after 2h 10min: 
 MCA (Middle cerebral artery) recanalized 
 NIHSS improved to 7 (recovery can take place within hours or after days) 

 CT scan of the head: shows hemorrhage but not ischemia -> BUT the complete stroke shows 
up 24 hours later in CT 

 Still on the younger side for a stroke 

 13.10.2006: MRI after 1 week 

 
 23.05.2007: Reevaluation 

 

10.2 Definition 
Ischemia (80%) 

 Hemorrhagic transformation 
Hemorrhage (20%) 

 Intracerebrale Hemorrhage (ICH, 15%) 

 Subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH, 15%) 
Symptoms (not localizable): 

- Acute onset headache 
- Loss of consciousness -> most common symptom for SAH 

Differential Diagnose 

 Seizure 

 Migraine 

10.3 Blood supply to the brain 

 
  

Cardinal Symptoms: 

 Akute Hemiplegia/-paresis (Arm doesn’t move 
anymore -> typical stroke symptom) 

 Akute Aphasia/Dysarthria 

 Akute Vertigo 

 Akute visual symptoms 
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Vascular Territories 

        

Stroke 

 

Impeded blood supply 

Cerebral blood flow 

 45 - 50 ml / (100g * min) 
- White matter ~ 20 ml / (100g * min) 
- Gray matter ~ 70 ml / (100g * min) 

 Membrane potential breakdown: < 20 ml/(100g*min) 

 < 25% normal  stroke probability >95% 

 50% normal  stroke probability ~ 5% 

 

10.4 Concept of the penumbra 
Recanalization can only save the penumbra but 
it has to be quick -> it depends on how the 
collateral blood supply is -> it is different from 
patient to patient. If you have blood supply you 
have more time. For poor collateral supply: only 
30min, good collateral blood supply: maybe 12 
hours. 
 Overlap between the areas which are supplied from different vessels -> this overlap is called penumbra. 

Viability: core – penumbra - oligemia 
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Mechanisms of cellular injury 

 Excitotoxicity 

 Reactive free radicals 

 Tissue acidosis 

 Periinfarct depolarisation 

 Inflammation 

 Blood brain barrier damage 

 Apoptosis 

Time Window 

 

10.5 Treatment 

Immediate treatment 

 

Strategies for vascular reopening 

Intravenous thrombolysis 

 NINDS r-tPA trial 
- 11% reduction in lesion volume (p=0.06) 
- 30% reduction in disability at 12 months (p<0.05) 
- NNT 7 

Intraarterial thrombolysis 

 Intraarterial r-tPA 

 Mechanical thrombolysis 

 photoacoustic recanalization 

 ultrasound recanalization 

Modern Stroke Treatment 
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End vessel occlusion 

 

Embolism 

Not only located at one side -> the embolus is usually not just at one vessels there are several embolus -> and several little strokes. 

 

Thromboembolic stroke 

 

10.6 Epidemiology 
 Incidence predicted to increase 

 
 

Annual Incidence of First ICH (by Age, Sex, Race) 
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Traditionally High Mortality and Limited Recovery 

 

10.7 Predictors of Outcome 

 

10.8 Mechanisms of Injury 
Early hematoma growth 

 Hematoma enlargement 

 Increase in ICP, tissue disruption and shear forces 
Edema and toxic effects of blood products 

 Osmotically active serum products 

 Thrombin 
Inflammatory response 

Hematoma Expansion 

 72% have some hematoma expansion over the first 24 hours 

 38% have significant (>33%) expansion over 24 hours 
 In 26% of these cases, the enlargement is within 1 hour 

10.9 Common Etiologies of ICH 

Primary Hypertension: Features and Characteristics 

 Typical sites 
- Putamen – 50% 
- Thalamus – 15% 
- Lobar – 15% 
- Cerebellum – 10% 
- Pons – 10% 

 Typically more severe than cerebral amyloid angiopathyrelated ICH 

 Risk of recurrence ~2% annually (if BP controlled) 

Vascular Malformations and Aneurysms 
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10.10 How to help the chronic patient? - Prevention 

The Fantastic Four 

 
 Wenn strokes sekundär präventiv behandelt 
werden, sinkt das Risiko für Folgekrankheiten 
(folgende 4 Krankheiten auf der Abbildung). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Carotid endarterectomy 

 

        
 Saver and lasts probably longer than stent 
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Metaanalysis of Metaanalyses 

Data material 

 12 metaanalyses 

 106 randomized controlled trials 

 210‘926 patients 
Conventional risk factor management 

 Diet, activity, aspirin, statins, antihypertensives 

 5 years: RRR 80%, ARR 20%  NNT 5, residual risk: 5% 

 10 years: ARR 35%  NNT 3, residual risk: 9% 
Intensified risk factor management 

 diet, activity, high dose statins, ASS/Dipyridamol, aggressive blood pressure lowering 

 5 years: RRR 90%, ARR 22%  NNT 5, residual risk: 3% 

 10 years: ARR 39%  NNT 3, residual risk: 5% 

Progress 

 

Profess 
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11. Alzheimer’s Dementia - Günter Eisele 

11.1 Definition of Dementia 

Dementia: Definition (ICD-10) 

 Dementia (F00-F03) is a syndrome due to disease of the brain, usually of a chronic or progressive nature, in which there 
is disturbance of multiple higher cortical functions, including memory, thinking, orientation, comprehension, calculation, 
learning capacity, language, and judgement. (F = mental disorder -> psychiatric classification) 

 Consciousness is not clouded. 

 The impairments of cognitive function are commonly accompanied, and occasionally preceded, by deterioration in 
emotional control, social behaviour, or motivation. 

 This syndrome occurs in Alzheimer's disease, in cerebrovascular disease, and in other conditions primarily or secondarily 
affecting the brain..... 
....duration of symptoms at least 6 months..... 
....interference with activities of daily life... 

11.2 Classification 
Clinically 

 Cortical (cortex is affected) 

 Subcortical (White matter) 

 Frontal 

 And others 

Pathology 

 Degenerative 

 Vascular 

 Toxic 

 Infectious 

 And others 

Staging 

 Mild 

 Moderate 

 Severe 
 

Notes: orientation, memory task, calculating tasks -> patient gets points max. is 30 if the patient is under 27 points you can classify 
this as mild, moderate or severe dementia 

Clinical Classification 

Cortical dementia → impairment of higher cortical functions (disturbances of the brain tool) 

 Aphasia (speech and language disorder) 

 Memory impairment 

 Impairment of orientation, spatial dysfunction 

 Apraxia (disorder of motor planning, but is not caused by incoordination, sensory loss, or failure to comprehend simple 
commands) -> coordination is fine but you don't know what to do -> disorder of the planning of motor functions 

 Reduced ability to judge, reduced intellectual power 
Subcortical dementia 

 Memory impairment 

 General slowdown 

 Impairment of attention 

 Diffuse cognitive deficits 
 These people are very slow 

Frontal dementia 

 Changes in character and affection 

 Decrease or increase of impulse 

 Impairment of thinking: abstraction, planning, judgement 

 Memory impairment 

11.3 Epidemiology 

Switzerland: 

 100,000 Patients suffer from 
dementia (2008) 

 24 700 per year get the diagnosis 
dementia 

 direct and indirect costs: 6.3 Mrd. 
CHF/year (2007) 
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11.4 Different Etiologies 

 

11.5 Alzheimer`s dementia (AD) 

  

Symptoms (cortical dementia) 

 Memory 

 Spatial thinking 

 Speech 

 Apraxia 

 Agnosia (inability to process sensory information, e.g. 
prosopagnosia, anosognosia etc.) 

 Attention 

 Physical assessment often normal in the earlier course 

Clinical course 

Prodromal Phase (Frühstadium) 
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Risk/protective factors 

  

Pathophysiology 

  amyloid-plaques (extrazellular / perivascular) 

  neurofibrillary tangles 

  axonal/ neuritic degeneration 

  loss of synapses 

  loss of neurons (temporal-mediobasal and hippocampal atrophy) 

  cholinergig deafferentiation, degradation of N. basalis Meynert 

  glutamatergic excitotoxicity 

  immunologic processes, e.g. activation of microglia 
Gallyas-silver staining from hippocampal region of a 79 year old AD patient 

1. Neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) containing hyperphosphorylated Tau 
protein (arrows). 

2. Amyloid-Plaques containing Amyloid-β-Peptide (Aβ) (arrowheads). 
3. „neuropil threads“, corresponding to degenerated neurites 

containing hyperphosphorylated Tau protein (asterisks). 

Amyloid-plaques 

 Non-amyloidogeneous pathway: APP is degraded via α-
secretase. 

 Amyloidogeneous pathway: APP is degraded via β-secretase 
and γ-secretase. Generation of beta-amyloid. 

 
Neurofibrillary tangles 

 Neurofibrillary tangles: Aggregation of hyperphosphorylated tau-protein. 

 Tau bind mikrotubuli and regulates the structure of the cytoskeleton. 
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Diagnostics 

  Detailed history (incl. relatives) 

  Psychopathology 

  Neuropsychology 

  blood: cell count, renal and liver parameters, inflammation, thyroid 
function, lues, vitamin B12, folate, homocysteine 

  MRI 

  EEG 

  Cerebrospinal fluid: cells, protein, (p)Tau, β-Amyloid 

  Ultrasound of brain vessels 

 exclusion of treatable causes of dementias 

MRI 

 

  

Therapy: Drugs 
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Acetylcholinesterase-Inhibitors 

 
Memantine 

 
Beyond Drugs 
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Current Development 

 

Prognosis 

Survival depending on age at diagnosis 

 
Survival depending on cognitive performance at time of diagnosis 

 
Cause of death 
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12. Neuropsychology of Alzheimer’s Disease - Peter Brugger 

12.1 Why neuropsychology ( = behavioural neurology) in view of a growing 
number of biomarkers? 

Why behaviour (neuropsychology)? 

 We have biochemical, physiological and anatomical biomarkers! 

 Neuropsychological testing important for… 
- early diagnosis of dementia (yes/no) 
- severity of cognitive impairment 
- differential diagnosis/exclusion of treatable cause(s) 
- documentation of decline in repeated exams 
- documentation of spared functions 

Biomarkers and neuropsychology 

  Most proximate pathological substrate of clinical 
symptoms in AD is neurodegeneration (synapse loss), 
reflected in gross cerebral atrophy 

  Clinical symptoms are more closely related to 
neurofibrillary tangles than to plaques 

  Fluid vs. imaging biomarkers are differently correlated to cognition! «What does it mean to be ‘amyloid-positive’?» 

12.2 Clinical definition of “dementia” (DSM, ICD) 
Acquired cognitive decline involving memory plus…. 

 Unimpaired consciousness 

 NOT due to focal cerebral lesion (vascular, space-occupying) 

 NOT due to depression 

 Decline is not just measurable (->»MCI = mild cognitive impairment»), but affects daily living 

 Decline has been present for at least 6 months 

 Decline is progressive 
…. at least one more deficit in: 

 ORIENTATION 

 ATTENTION 

 LANGUAGE 

 PERCEPTION 

 PRAXIS 

 PLANNING 

 FLEXIBILITY 

 AFFECT CONTROL 

 SOCIAL COGNITION 

12.3 Behavioural/neurocognitive assessment 

 

12.4 A case with DAT («dementia of the Alzheimer type») 

Typical clinical presentation 

A patient with DAT typically 

 gives impression of physical health 

 is unconcerned about decline in mental abilities 

 IF concerned, concerns are about forgetting 

 On very first formal examination, deficits are often more pronounced than one would 
expect from the patient’s appearance and from his/her report and complaints 

- The more concern the confrontation elicits, the milder the dementia… 
 «facade» <-> anosognosia (a deficit of self-awareness, a condition in which a person who suffers some 
disability seems unaware of the existence of his or her disability) 
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Assessment principles 

 Standardized psychometric testing with normative (age, education) values (gender) 

 NO MMSE, (mini-mental state examination), PLEASE! (unless you need a prescription for some anti-dementia medication) 

 Ideally standard neuropsychological examination 

 If brief screening instrument desired/needed…. 
- Consortium to 
- Establish a 
- Registry for 
- Alzheimer’s 
- Disease 

CERAD test battery for dementia screening 

   
Follow-ups also important for qualifying dementia 

 

Typical features of DAT: (surface-) lack of concern, “fascade” 

58 year old man, 

 referred to by the USZ interdisciplinary center for vertigo and balance disorders, where he had referred to himself for a 
check of peripheral vestibular functions 

 Surgeon in a medium-size hospital, works 100%; healthy up to episode of vertigo with vomiting; normal MRI. No family hx 
for degenerative or psychiatric diseases 

 On further questioning «problems in the planning of non-routine movements», word finding difficulties (sister’s name; 
thread type during surgery), slight progression. No changes in personality, no hallucinations, no motor system complaints. 

Neuropsychological evaluation 

 Patient shows up the day before the appointment (to guarantee finding the location). 

 Spared are: Orientation to time and place. Perceptual functions, motor speed and focused attention. 

 

Between attention and memory 

Biology of the attention span 

 Precondition: Chimps (Monkey) know single digits and can order them according to their magnitude 
- If digits are immediately masked, the monkey still «remembers» their location! 

 Numerical cognition: From humans to chimps to chicks… 
- New-born chicks know that 5 < 8, and 8 < 20, and they place 5 to the left of 8, 8 to the left of 20, etc. 
- The chick’s mind contains a number line that extends from left to right in number space! 

 Attention span can be spared in early stages of DAT. Working memory declines more rapidly. 
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Impact of memory loss on language: (mild) amnestic amnesia 

 Confrontation naming: Short, high-frequency nouns: mostly preserved, some circumscriptions (“we collect them in fall…” 
for mushroom) 

 Composites rare words: Long hesitations or no response (Hängematte, Maulkorb), occasional semantic (“Blumenstrauss” 
for Kranz) or phonematic paraphasias (“Roller” for Rollstuhl) 

Almost always impaired in addition to memory loss: «executive functions» 

 Planning, monitoring and modifying behavioural sequences. 

 Flexible adaptation of automatized programs to situationally specific 
affordances («flexibility») 

 Inhibition of inappropriate routines 

 Innovative generation of items according to certain criteria («fluency» tasks) 

 Concept finding and conceptual shifting 
Other impaired executive functions: 

 Increased susceptibility to interferences: naming the color of (incompatibly colored) color words (BLUE, RED, GREEN, …) 

 Reduced flexibility / set shifting: connecting 1-A-2-B-3-… relative to 1-2-3-4-… or A-B-C-D-… 

 Quantitatively only minimal impairment of «fluency»: generating words starting with S, any animals, nonverbal 
configurations (but: many perseverations!) 

In addition, in present case: 

 Severe calculation deficits, especially written. 

 Writing of numerals on dictation: «778» first 70078, then 787 

 Addition problems:  
 
 

 Thus, we document in this case: 
Severe anterograde memory deficit with difficulties in word retrieval, impaired executive functions and dyscalculia. 
Spared motor speed, no agnosia, no aphasia, no apraxia. The patient is relatively unconcerned, but can be persuaded to 
prospectively organize his affairs with the assisstance of his wife. 

To sum up 

This early-onset case (age 58) illustrates: 

 Surprising discrepancy between integration in everyday life and actual test performance. 

 Typical for patients with DAT to downplay their symptoms, also for themselves («facade» <-> anosodiaphoria <-> 
anosognosia) 

 Out-of-routine event can initiate consultation of a specialist (flue with severe vertigo; general anaesthesia; loss of a close 
relative): Sudden breakdown in «cognitive reserve»? 

12.5 A case with «posterior variant of DAT» (“Posterior cortical atrophy/dementia”) 
61 year old man, 

 referred to by GP after patient’s complaints about a gradual decline of memory over the past 5 years and, according to a 
close relative, difficulties in spatial orientation. «Seeing has changed» Question: allowed to drive? 

 Healthy apart from TGA for a few hours some months before first symptoms. Five years ago fall without loss of 
consciousness, but signs of frontal concussion. No family history of psychiatric or neurodegenerative diseases. Brain MRI 
unremarkable. Office worker, 100%, «adapted» 

Neuropsychological evaluation 

 Fully oriented right-hander. Affectively and behaviourally normal. Speech/language, praxis, executive functions normal. 
Normal learning, but mild retrieval deficit (both verbally and nonverbally). 

 Visual-spatial functions: difficulties in recognizing degraded images, subjective contours, faces. Constructional apraxia. 
Slowed RTs to visual field stimulation. -> Ability to drive no longer given 

Second referral, 4 years later (now 65 years old) 

 referred by GP to neurology after patient’s complaints about 
increasing «difficulties with vision». Has a hard time to recognize 
objects and faces, gets lost within own house. 

 Neurological status: slight hyposmia, signs of hemianopia (finger 
perimetry), slow and slightly saccadic (etchy) ocular pursuit, 
saltations left leg unsecure, walking on a line unsecure (both blind 
and seeing), finger movements clumsy – otherwise unremarkable. 

65-year-old gentleman, second neuropsychological examination 
Disoriented to time (knows month). Fully cooperative. Full insight into 
dysfunctions. No apraxia. Severely impaired verbal and abolished figural 
learning with no recall and no figural recognition (verbally borderline). Digit span normal, block span severely impaired (2). 
Dyscalculia. Visual-spatial functions: see below 
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Focal cortical presentations of Alzheimer’s disease 

 

To sum up 

This case of a «posterior variant of DAT» illustrates: 

 First signs of dementia can be changes in how a patient «sees» the world. Visual-perceptual problems can be very serious 
even in the absence of visual cortex atrophy («posterior cortical atrophy» ≠ «posterior cortical dementia») 

 Agnosias are modality-specific 

 Unlike in the presence of memory deficits as the primary symptom, there is spared insight into difficulties in visual 
perception and cognition 

12.6 A case with fronto-temporal dementia  

Fronto-temporal dementia(s) 

1. Behavioural variant of FTD: loss of former interests and social skills (disinhibition, lack of distance, 
poor empathy); stereotypies, hyperoral behaviour, «executive deficits» (atrophy: mesio- and 
orbitofrontal, anterior insula) 

2. PPA: Primary Progressive Aphasias 
a) svPPA: semantic variant: fluid speech, spared grammar, loss of semantic 

knowledge, later on also personality changes 
b) nfvPPA: non-fluid aphasia variant: agrammatism, spared comprehension, spared semantic knowledge 
c) lvPPA: logopenic variant with spared grammar and semantics, but word finding deficits and inability to repeat 

words/sentences (rather posterior temporal) 

The behavioural variant fronto-temporal dementia (bvFTD) syndrome in psychiatry 

 

66-year-old woman with PPA 

 Right-handed. 12 years of schooling, commercial education. Owns an antiques shop in a small city. Signs of nonfluent 
verbal expression for 6 years. No other complaints. 

 Referred to by neurologist in private praxis to have a second opinion after a first neuropsychological evaluation (5 months 
ago) had diagnosed a functional speech disorder (first signs after husband ended marriage). 

 Early hx and familiy hx uneventful. 

 cMRI (5 months ago) discrete atrophy of the frontal lobes. Incidental finding: left frontal developmental venous anomaly 
(DVA) 

Regular neurostatus 

 EEG right temporo-posterior focal abnormality without epileptic potentials 

 Liquor: cells 3/ul, protein 659 mg/l, lactate slightly reduced (1.5 mmol/l), no 
intrathecale Ig-Synthese, oligoclonal bands negative 
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Findings in neuropsychological examination: 

 Cooperative, fully oriented, cheerful. 

 History can be obtained, but examiner makes frequent proposals 
such that patient may answer with «yes» or «no». 

 Spontaneous speech almost limited to nouns. Telegram style with 
frequent set phrases («Ja, genau!», «dasch richtig»). Preserved 
comprehension. 

 
 
 

Spontaneous speech 
Patient is asked whether she makes phone calls (yes), with how many people (about 4), what her strategy is, once somebody else is 
on the phone («I speak») (Use of phone call verified by examiner: appointment for second visit over the phone) 
Clip shows: 

 It is possible to communicate as long as binary alternatives are provided 
 yes/no responses 

 set phrases 

Picture description 
Clip shows: 

 Spared perceptual integration («pic-nic») 

 Spared articulation 

 Spared naming 

 Spared comprehension 
BUT: 

 Impressive agrammatism with almost exclusive use of nouns 

Language comprehension 
Formal testing shows: 
- Impairment, but… 
- … due to interference among inter-phrase elements 
- Disinhibition in responding (cannot withhold response) 
Interpretation: 
Deficient are the «executive function» components of the language process (note: digit span is 5) 

Confrontation naming 

 Correct and fast 
 In accordance with picture description; but free naming and forced naming may show a striking dissociation! 

Agrammatism 

 Clip shows abolished sense for simple linguistic relations 

 She is completely lost in this relational grammatical problems 

Mnestic functions: learning, recall, recognition 

   
Visual-perceptual functions 

 Spared, in all aspects. (Shown for faces. Cave: not being able to name a face does not imply inability to recognize it!) 

 Visuo-constructive abilities insufficient because of planning deficits 

“Executive functions” 

 Planning, monitoring and modifying action sequences. Adaptation of automatized behavior to temporary affordances 
(«flexibility») 

 Initiating and sequencing of behavioral sequences, inhibiting inappropriate steps 

 Innovative generation of ideas according to (abstract or categorical) criteria 

 Conceptual thinking: finding concepts; shifting between them 
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Testing executive functions 
-> formal assessment of: 

1. suppression of interferences (spared; not shown) 
2. verbal fluency: letter criterion, category criterion (both impaired; 

not shown) 
3. planning abilities in copying a complex meaningless drawing: 

impaired (not shown) 
4. concept finding and conceptual flexibility most severely impaired 

 
 

To sum up 

This case of a degenerative aphasia («PPA») illustrates: 

 (Relative) preservation of mnestic functions for years after onset of first signs 

 «Language» is very broad construct! Some aspects can be entirely preserved, others abolished 

 Surprising discrepancy between integration in everyday life (taking phone calls verified!) and actual test performance 

 Cognitive assessments should not unilaterally quantify deficits, but also delineate personal strengths and cognitive 
reserve! 

Beyond “testing”: observing behaviour 

Necessary in some cases of behavioural variants of FTD 

 70-year old man with rapid changes in personality (loss of social rules, loss of own interests, aggressive, …). 

 Preserved consciousness, but occasional hallucinations («feeling of a presence», auditory, visual). 

 Language is incoherent, hyperassociative; comprehension is fluctuating. 

 Poor episodic memory. 
 bvFTD? Lewy-Body dementia? 

PET most indicative of CBD (parietal hypometabolism) 

   
Social Skills 
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13. Brain Tumors - Dorothee Gramatzki/Caroline Happold 

13.1 Pathology 

General concepts 

Primary brain tumors 

 Arise from the brain 

 Trigger: smoking, sun, alcohol, most of the primary tumors are spreaded -> we have no clue where they come from 
(genetic alterations etc., radiation during childhood, immunosuppression) 

 2-8% of all cancers 

 20% of cancers in children 
Secondary tumors 

 Metastases 
 Where do they come from? 

 Not from the liver 
 40% lung tumors > 20% breast > 10% melanoma > unknown origin 

CNS metastases 

 More than 30% of adult cancer 
patients 

 About 6% of children with cancer 
Spreading pathways 

  Hematogenous 

  Lymphatic 

  Direct spread 
Solid 

 
Meningiosis carcinomatosa - soluble metastasis 

 Breast 

 Lymphoma 

Brain metastases indicate a poor prognosis 

 More than 3-4 metastases can usually not been operated 

 All kind of brain metastases: about the point the patient has metastases he has to live about 6 months 

WHO classification 

 to help classifying this tumors->  this counts for the primary tumors 

 classified on the place of origin 

Meningiomas 

 Most common extra-axial brain tumor 

 Arise from arachnoid cap cells (non-glial) 

 grow not in the brain: an extra-axial tumor -> 53% of tumor 
are "benign" 

 grad I (>80%) -> potentially cureable -> can cause high 
damage when found out to late 

 grade II atypical 

 grade III anaplastic 

Gliomas 

 Most common intra-axial tumors 

 Arise from the Gliacells: 
 Astrocytoma 
 Oligodendrogliomas 
 Ependymomas 

4 categories: 

 grade I: potentially cureable, surgent can cut them out, more in 
children 

 grade II (LGG): causes a lot of epileptic seizures more than the higher 
grade 

 grade III (HGG): 

 grade IV (HGG): 5 year survival below 5%, very aggressive, normal 4-12 

months to live after onset, 45% of all malignant tumors in the adult, arise more with the older age of the patient 
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Astrocytoma 

         
Primary vs. Secondary Glioblastoma (GBM) 

 Primary: progenitor cells which 
mutates 

 Secondary: progenitor which mutates 
to low-grade glioma (LGG), then to the 
high-grade glioma (HGG) etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13.2 Signs and symptoms 

Pathophysiology 

 Invasion and destruction of brain parenchyma 

 Compression of brain parenchyma and mass effect 

 Edema 

 Compression and invasion of other intracranial structures 
 Blood vessels, cerebro-spinal fluid outflow tracts, leptomeninges 

Brain tumor symptoms 

 Nonspecific/generalized vs. Focal neurological symptoms 
 Onset: usually subacute 
 Progression: usually gradual over weeks, months, great variability depending on tumor type and aggressiveness 

 B symptoms (fever, weight loss, night sweat), e.g. in lymphoma, metastasis 

Generalized non-focal symptoms 

 Headache 
 PLUS other neurological symptoms; wake up at night from headache; worse in the morning; increasing 

intensity/frequency; change of pattern 
 mostly dull, moderate tension type headache; BUT: no „tumor-specific“ headache 

 Nausea, vomiting 

 Changes in level of consciousness 

 Impairment of cognition 

 Changes in mental status, personality 
 Apathy, irritability, psychomotor retardation, lethargy, forgetfulness 

 Vertigo, dizziness 

 Epileptic seizures (localizating clues) 
 More often in low-grade compared to high-grade tumors 
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Focal symptoms 

 Based on the location of the lesion 

 Motor, sensory, language or visual impairment 

 Double vision 
 cranial nerves III, IV and VI or brainstem, increased intracranial pressure 

 Hormone imbalance 
 Tumors near pituitary or hypothalamus 

 Parinaud syndrome: dorsal midbrain syndrome (pineal gland) 
 Impaired up gaze, light-near dissociation, convergence nystagmus, eyelid retraction 

Notes from the lecture 
Classic signs of brain tumors: 

 headaches (but many patients are without headaches) 

 tumors are prone to bleed -> bleeding leads to symptoms 

 tumors can lead to edema -> this can also lead to symptoms 

 there is no specific sign of brain tumor 
What else can brain tumors do except headaches: 

 Focal symptom: motor, speech loss, vision, epilepsy, apathia, sensory 

 Generalized symptom: headache, balance, apathia (caused by the intracranial pressure), personality changes, 
neurocognition, memory, epilepsy) 

Grading 

 ECOG Performance Status 

 Karnofsky Performance Status 

Differential Diagnosis 

 

13.3 Diagnostics 
Clinical diagnosis 

 Taking history (timing of symptoms onset and progression, severity of symptoms, presence of other diseases, family 
history etc.) 

 Physical examination 
Technical diagnostics 

 Imaging 
 Computed tomography (CT) 
 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

 Anatomical, functional (fMRI), metabolic (spectroscopy) 
 Conventional X-ray, angiography… 
 Intraoperative imaging 

 Nuclear medicine 
 Positron emission tomography (PET) 

 Laboratory investigation 

 Pathology 
 from CSF, biopsy, resection 
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Diagnostic Imaging 

Practical issues 

 Use CT or better MRI scan to obtain anatomical pictures of the brain and to reveal structural alterations 

 Use contrast agent to reveal break-down of the blood-brain-barrier 

 Perfusion-MRI and spectroscopy might help to differentiate tumor from other differential diagnosis or to learn more 
about tumor type 

 fMRI might help the surgeon to calculate and avoid risks 

 PET gives insight in tumor metabolism or receptor status -> helps us to identify the tumor activity 

 Angiography might help for differential diagnosis and might help the surgeon 
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Diagnostics – cerebrospinal fluid 

 

13.4 Neurosurgery 
 Primary method for definitive diagnosis and for 

treatment of brain tumors 
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 Goals of neurosurgery: 
 Tissue sampling for histopathologic diagnosis 
 Cytoreduction/resection of the tumor 
 Alleviation of a mass effect 
 Improving outcome 
 Depending on histology: cure! 

 Indication in brain tumors: virtually always 

 Maximize surgical resection vs. avoiding possibly devastating and permanent neurologic complications 

 Extent of neurosurgery: 
 Stereotactic biopsy 

 Cave: Sampling error! 
 Open biopsy (open the scalp) 
 Partial/gross total/complete resection 

Side effects of Neurosurgery 

 Bleeding 

 Infection 

 New neurological deficit (neurological symptoms) 

 Seizures 

 CSF leakage 

 Hydrocephalus 

Technical aspects 

Craniotomy 

 
A view into the head - intraoperative imaging “5-Aminolevulinic acid fluorescence” 

 5-ALA (Gliolan) -> Oral intake 

 Accumulation in tumor cells (more than in healthy cells) 

 -> Protoporphyrin IX red fluorescent 

Intraoperative high-field MRI (3T) 
Two Room Concept: 
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Preparation and surgery: 

 
Transfer to and back from ioMR: 

 

 

13.5 Radiotherapy 
 Broad indication 

 Application in almost all kinds of brain tumors 

Principles 

 External beam radiation 
 High-energy radiation 

 Photons (x-rays or gamma-rays) – „energy 
packets“ 

 Particles (protons) 

 Internal radiation therapy (brachytherapy) 
 E.g. Jodine125 or Iridium192 seeds; Yttrium90 

suspension 

 Systemic radiation therapy 
 E.g. Lutetium177 DOTATAE 
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Radiobiology 

Biological mode of action 

 X-rays and gamma-rays: ionizating radiation 

 Direct and indirect damage 
 Direct: ionizing radiation energy is deposited in DNA 
 Indirect: radicals react with neighbouring molecules and produce secondary DNA or lipid radicals 

Practical issues 

 The full dose of radiotherapy is usually divided into smaller doses -> fractions 

 Fractions of radiation are given in a treatment session for some weeks 

 Unit of radiation energy: Gray (Gy) 
 Absorbtion of one joule of energy in the form of ionizing radiation per kilogramm of matter (e.g. body tissue); 1 

Gy = 1J/kg 

 Standard radiation therapy for glioblastoma: 
 30 x 2 Gy = 60 Gy; Mon to Fri for 6 weeks 

Mask 

 To avoid head movements 

Side effects of Radiotherapy 

Acute: 

 Headache, vomiting 

 loss of hair 

 Skin changes (redness, pigmentation, dryness, pain, thinning, induration…) 

 Wound healing disturbance 
Later onset: 

 Neurocognitive changes 

 Radiation necrosis 
 Months or years after radiotherapy 
 Focal neurological symptoms 
 DD tumor recurrence? 

Planning 

External beam radiotherapy 

 3D-planning 

 Gross tumor volume (GTV) 

 Planning target volume (PTV) 

 Computer simulation based on energy and number of radiation beams and their orientation 
 leading to isodose contour map 

Technical aspects 

Photon beams 

 Machine: linear accelerator (LINAC) 

 USZ: TrueBeam® 
 Resolution <1mm 
 CT scanner integrated 

LINAC 

 

Techniques 

Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) 

 Differentially regulated radiation beams, use of collimators to shape the beam 

 Inverse treatment planning 
 Increase the dose in the tumor, reduce the dose in the surrounding healthy tissue 

Radiosurgery 

 Highly focused irradiation beams precisely collimated to 
target a small tumor, e.g. a brain metastasis, one 
treatment session 
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Protons 

 

13.6 Chemotherapy 

 

Alkylating agents 

 Cytotoxic by attaching alkyl groups to DNA 

 Inhibit cell proliferation 

 this study grounded the only first line 
therapy for glioblastoma with regard to 
chemotherapy 

 radiotherapy plus temozolomide: 
increased the overall survival, increased 
the life expectancy for 2 months 

Temozolomide 

  Only first-line chemotherapy in 
glioblastoma 

  Every day in low dose during radiotherapy 

  Alone (5/28) for 6 months after 
completion of radiotherapy 

 

    
Notes from the lecture: 

  MGMT: a repair protein -> removes the alkyl groups -> fights against TMZ (alkylator) which inserts alkyl groups in the 
tumor DNA. A tumor which has MGMT does not benefit from TMZ. 

  2/3 of patients: patients with MGMT promotor unmetylated (this is only in the tumor) -> transcription translator -> 
expressed MGMT -> this removes alkyl groups -> patients are resistant to TMZ 

  1/3 of patients: patients with methylated MGMT promotor (this is only in the tumor) -> no MGMT -> no alkyl groups 
removed -> sensitive to TMZ 
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Glioblastoma First-line 

What comes first? 
1. Diagnose 
2. Biopsy Surgery (remove pressure -> symptom relief, planning on the therapy -> from the MRI we only assume with what 

we have to deal with) 
3. Standard of care from glioblastoma 

first line: radiotherapy 6 weeks 
(30x2Gy=60GY (Gy = eine Einheit) + 
TMZ 75mg/m^2 daily 

4. We wait 4 weeks 
5. MRI 
6. Chemotherapy only part (if the 

tumor didn’t grow more in this 4 
weeks pause), 6 months: 5days 
therapy + 23 days free, we are doing 
this for 6 cycles if the patient is fine 
(TMZ 200mg/m^2) 

Glioblastoma Recurrence 

We had a tumor  surgery  radiation  TMZ  tumor comes back. What options do we have? 

 We can reoperate, we do not have a standard for second line glioblastoma 

 Reradiate is rarely an option -> because everything which comes back in this picture is in the radiated part 

 Avastin (Bevacizumab) is a good option -> favourite drug for recurrence, sometimes it can shrink the tumor 

Bevacizumab 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Both groups significant change in 
progression-free time, but on the life 
prolongation it has no effects 
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14. Schizophrenia - A. Maatz 

What comes to your mind when you hear schizophrenia? 

 Multiple personalities -> this not equals schizophrenia 

 Paranoia 

 Paranoid psychosis 

 Hallucinations 

 Having delusions/Hearing voices 

What is “Schizophrenia”? 
Schizophrenia is a severe mental disorder, characterized by profound disruptions in thinking, affecting language, perception, and 
the sense of self. It often includes psychotic experiences, such as hearing voices or delusions. It can impair functioning through the 
loss of an acquired capability to earn a livelihood, or the disruption of studies. 

A hypothetical model of mental disorders 

 

14.1 History and Concept 

Emil Kraepelin 

 ‘Dementia praecox’ (1893/99) 

 Dichotomous classification based on course and outcome: manic-depressive illness (remitting) versus 
dementia praecox (chronic, degenerative) 

 “The subacute development of a specific, simple state of mental weakness in adolescence.” 

 He said once you have it, it never gets better 

Eugen Bleuler 

 ‘Schizophrenia’ (1908) 

 Basic symptoms (4 A’s): 
 Disorder of the associations 
 Ambivalence 
 Disorder of affectivity 
 Autism 

 “In any case, there is a more or less marked splitting of psychic functions: if the disease is severe, 
the personality loses its unity.” 

 He noticed that some remain stable or get better 

International classification of disease ICD-10 

 syndromatic 

 descriptive, a-theoretical 

 operationalised, i.e. criteriological 

 nominalistic 
Today Schizophrenia is described by International classification of diseases ICD-10 

 Tells us how am I allowed to use this name (name: Schizophrenia) 
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Schizophrenia according to ICD-10 
General criteria for … Schizophrenia: 
G1. Either at least one of the syndromes, symptoms and signs listed below under (1), or at least two of the symptoms and signs 
listed under (2), should be present for most of the time during an episode of psychotic illness lasting for at least one month (or at 
some time during most of the days). 
(1) At least one of the following: 

a) Thought echo, thought insertion or withdrawal, or thought broadcasting. 
b) Delusions of control, influence or passivity, clearly referred to body or limb movements or specific thoughts, actions, or 

sensations; delusional perception. 
c) Hallucinatory voices giving a running commentary on the patient's behaviour, or discussing him between themselves, or 

other types of hallucinatory voices coming from some part of the body. 
d) Persistent delusions of other kinds that are culturally inappropriate and completely impossible (e.g. being able to control 

the weather or being in communication with aliens from another world). 
(2) or at least two of the following: 

e) Persistent hallucinations in any modality, when occurring every day for at least one month, when accompanied by 
delusions (which may be fleeting or half-formed) without clear affective content, or when accompanied by persistent 
over-valued ideas. 

f) Neologisms, breaks or interpolations in the train of thought, resulting in incoherence or irrelevant speech. 
g) Catatonic behaviour, such as excitement, posturing or waxy flexibility, negativism, mutism and stupor. 
h) "Negative" symptoms such as marked apathy, paucity of speech, and blunting or incongruity of emotional responses (it 

must be clear that these are not due to depression or to neuroleptic medication). 
G2. Most commonly used exclusion criteria: If the patient also meets criteria for manic episode (F30) or depressive episode (F32), 
the criteria listed under G1.1 and G1.2 above must have been met before the disturbance of mood developed. 
G3. The disorder is not attributable to organic brain disease (in the sense of F0), or to alcohol-or drug-related intoxication, 
dependence or withdrawal. 

14.2 Clinical Presentation 
Symptoms 

 Some we can observe 

 Some symptoms were just described from the patients experience 

Hallucinations 

Perception-like experiences that occur without an external stimulus and that are not under voluntary control. 

 May occur in any sensory modality 

 Can be vivid and clear, with the full force and impact of normal perceptions 

 Auditory hallucinations are usually experienced as voices, whether familiar or unfamiliar, that are perceived as distinct 
from the individual’s own thoughts 

 Must occur in the context of a clear sensorium; those that occur while falling asleep (hypnagogic) or waking up 
(hypnopompic) are considered to be within the range of normal experience 

Subjective experience of hallucinations 
I’m walking home 
Voice: If you don’t turn right you’ll be murdered. The man behind you has a knife. 
Another voice: You’re worthless. A coward and a loser. 
Yet another voice: (Child crying) 
Voice: If you don’t turn right you will be murdered. The man behind you has a knife. 
Other voice: You’re worthless. Nobody cares about you. You’re a loser. 
I turn right. 
The man behind me laughs. 
See, he had a knife and wanted to kill me. 

Delusions 

Fixed beliefs that are not amenable to change in light of conflicting evidence. 

 Persecutory delusions (unjustified belief that one is going to be harmed) 

 Referential delusions (unjustified belief that certain gestures, comments, environmental cues, and so forth are directed at 
oneself) 

 Grandiose delusions (unjustified belief that one has exceptional abilities, wealth, or fame) 

 Erotomanic delusions (unjustified belief that another person is in love with him/her) 

Delusional perception 
Real perception that is falsely interpreted and charged with meaning in the light of a delusional belief 

Delusional mood 
Unjustified, diffuse expectation that something is wrong or something bad is going to happen 
Patients feel uncanny and that there is something suspicious afoot. Everything gets a new meaning. The environment is somehow 
different – not to a gross degree – perception is unaltered in itself but there is some change which envelops everything with a 
subtle, pervasive and strangely uncertain light. A living-room which formerly was felt as neutral or friendly now becomes 
dominated by some indefinable atmosphere. Something seems in the air which the patient cannot account for, a distrustful, 
uncomfortable, uncanny tension invades him. 
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Ego-Disturbances 

Weakening or loss of the ability to distinguish between self and other 

 thought insertion (feeling that one’s thoughts are not one’s own) 

 thought withdrawal (feeling that one’s thoughts are taken away) 

 thought broadcasting (feeling that one’s thoughts are audible to others) 

 delusions of control (feeling that one’s motor actions are controlled by an external agent) 

Subjective experience of ego-disturbance 
I thought I was dissolving into the world; my core self was perforated and unstable, accepting all the information permeating from 
the external world without filtering anything out. Where did myself end and where did the external world start? I would stretch out 
my hand just to see how far it could reach. 

Formal thought disorder 

Disturbance of the ability to generate a logical sequence of ideas (train of thought) typically manifesting in an individual’s speech 

 Rumination (tendency to think repetitively about unpleasant, distressful topics) 

 Circumstantiality (long-winded, convoluted speech) 

 Tangentiality (replies to questions are off-point or irrelevant) 

 Loosening of associations and derailment (total break in the chain of association between meanings of thoughts) 

 Neologisms (making-up of new words) 

 Flight of ideas (quick switch from one idea to an unrelated other idea) 

 Thought pressure (subjective experience of being under pressure from an excess of different ideas and thoughts) 

 Thought blocking (subjective experience of the sudden and unintentional stop in a chain of thought) 

 Incoherence (severe disorganization that makes speech incomprehensible; “word salad”) 

Subjective experience of thought disorder 

 

Negative Symptoms 

Reduction in normal functions 

 Affective flattening (reductions of facial expression, eye contact, intonation of speech, and movements of the hand, head, 
and face that normally give an emotional emphasis to speech) 

 Anhedonia (decreased ability to experience pleasure from positive stimuli) 

 Apathy/Avolition (decrease in motivated self-initiated purposeful activities) 

 Alogia (diminished speech output) 

 Asociality/Social withdrawal (apparent lack of interest in social interactions) 

Catatonia 

Grossly abnormal motor behaviour marked by an excess or lack of motor activity in reaction to one’s environment 

 Negativism (opposition or no response to instructions or external stimuli) 

 Mutism (no, or very little, verbal response) 

 Muscular rigidity and Waxy flexibility (allow positioning by examiner and maintain position) 

 Stupor (no psychomotor activity; not actively relating to environment) 

 Agitation (excessive excitability and motor activity) 

 Stereotypy (repetitive, abnormally frequent, non-goal-directed movements) 

Cognitive Symptoms 

Cognitive Impairments: 

 are found in almost all patients 

 precede the onset of psychosis 

 are not caused by psychotic symptoms 

 are important for functional disability and outcome 
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Schizophrenic Symptoms: Synopsis 

 

14.3 Neurobiological findings 

Structural brain changes 

Fig. 1. Color maps showing p-values of differences in cortical 
thickness between patients with schizophrenia and healthy 
subjects at baseline investigation. 

Notes in lecture: 

 You can’t make an image in the scanner and decide if 
he is normal or has schizophrenia 

 Enlargement of ventricles 

 Accelerated loss of brain volume 
 
 
 
 

Genetic variants 

 Multitude of susceptibility genes: 
 > 100 genetic loci with fairly common SNPs 
 11 rare CNVs, rare SNPs and indels (inherited and de-novo) 

 Involved loci code for e.g. 
 Synaptic proteins e.g. Post-synaptic density protein, Dysbindin and Neuregulin 
 Ion-channels e.g. Voltage-dependent calcium channel 
 Receptors e.g. Glutamate receptor and Dopamine receptor 
 Enzymes involved in neurotransmission e.g. Monoamine oxidase A 
 Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 

 All observed variants are pleiotropic: overlaps with other mental disorders like bipolar disorder, major depressive 
disorder, ADHS and autism spectrum disorders 

Disturbances in dopaminergic neurotransmission 

Five dopamine pathways in the brain: 
a) nigro-striatal, 
b) meso-limbic, 
c) meso-cortical, 
d) tubero-infundibular, 
e) projections from multiple sites to the thalamus 
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Disturbances in glutamatergic neurotransmission 

 
Figure: NMDA receptor hypofunction and positive symptoms of schizophrenia. 

(A) The cortical brainstem glutamate projection communicates with the mesolimbic dopamine pathway in the ventral 
tegmental are (VTA) to regulate dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens. 

(B) If NMDA receptors on cortical GABA interneurons are hypoactive, then the cortical brainstem pathway to the VTA will be 
overactivated, leading to excessive release of glutamate in the VTA. This will lead to excessive stimulation of the 
mesolimbic dopamine pathway and thus excessive dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens. This is the theoretical 
biological basis for the mesolimbic dopamine hyperactivity thought to be associated with the positive symptoms of 
psychosis. 

14.4 How to make a diagnosis 
 No biomarkers! 

 Clinical assessment 

 Blood tests 

 CSF 

 Imaging (cMRI) 

 EEG 

 Neurocognitive assessment 

Differential Diagnosis 

Somatic disorders: 

 Inflammatory brain disease (multiple sclerosis, encephalitis) 

 Traumatic brain disease (head injury, stroke) 

 Epilepsy 

 Autoimmune diseases e.g. Lupus erythematodes 

 Metabolic conditions e.g. M. Wilson 

 Substance induced psychosis 
Other mental disorders: 

 Acute transient psychotic disorders 

 Delusional disorder 

 Schizoaffective disorder 

 Mania or depression with psychotic symptoms 

Etiological Hypotheses The Vulnerability-Stress Model 
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Hereditary and environmental factors 

 

Neurodevelopment 

s  
Figure: Overview of neurogenesis 
The process of the brain development is shown here. After conception, stem cells differentiate into immature neurons. Those that 
are selected migrate and then differentiate into different types of neurons, after which synaptogenesis occurs.  Most neurogenesis, 
neuronal selection, and neuronal migration occur before birth, although new neurons can form in some brain areas even in adults. 
After birth, differentiation and myelination of neurons as well as synaptogenesis continue throughout a lifetime. Brain restructuring 
also occurs throughout life, but is most active during childhood and adolescence in process known as competitive elimination. Key 
genes involved in the process of neurodevelopment include DISC1 (disrupted in schizophrenia 1), ErbB4, neuregulin (NRG), 
dysbindin, regulator of G protein signalling 4 (RGS4) D-amino acid oxidase activator (DAOA), and genes for AMPA. 

14.5 Epidemiology 
 World Health Survey 2003: Prevalence 1% 

 More recent studies and reviews: 
 12-month prevalence 0.33% 
 Incidence 15.2/100’000 
 Life time risk 7.2/1’000 

 Prevalence of psychotic symptoms much higher (4.80%-8.37% for specific symptoms) 

Variations by other factors 
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Epidemiology: variations by countries 

Prevalence of Schizophrenia 

 

Mortality 

 Standardized all-cause mortality ratio: 2.6 

 Suicide 
 5-10% die by suicide 

 Somatic Illness 
 Unhealthy life style incl. smoking (60-85%) 
 Suboptimal treatment of physical disorders 
 Side effects of psychotropic medication 

Course Types in Schizophrenia 

 
 
 
 
Rule of thumb: 

 1/3 good remission 

 1/3 partial remission 

 1/3 chronic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Towards early recognitions 

“The psychiatrist sees too many end states and deals professionally with too few of the pre-
psychotic [states]… With this in mind, it would seem as if we should lay great stress on the 
prompt investigation of failing adjustment, rather than, as is so often the case, wait and see what 
happens… I feel certain that many incipient cases might be arrested before the efficient contact 
with reality is completely suspended, and along stay in institutions made necessary.” 
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Models of psychosis onset in schizophrenia 

 

14.6 Therapeutic approaches 

Pharmacotherapy: antipsychotic agents 

 

Psychotherapy 

 Psychoeducation: aims to empower people suffering from schizophrenia by giving them information and knowledge 
about their illness 

 Individual therapy: Helps e.g. to develop strategies to better deal with symptoms, cope with stress, and identify early 
warning signs of relapse 

Social therapies 

 Social skills training: focuses on improving communication and social interactions 

 Family therapy: provides support and education to families dealing with schizophrenia 

 Vocational rehabilitation and supported employment: focuses on helping people with schizophrenia prepare for, find 
and keep jobs 

 Supported housing: sheltered housing or support in daily activities for people with schizophrenia who live in the 
community 

Recovery 

...a deeply personal, unique process of changing one’s attitudes, values, feelings, goals, skills, and/or roles. It is a way of living a 
satisfying, hopeful and contributing life even with the limitations caused by illness. Recovery involves the development of new 
meaning and purpose in one’s life as one grows beyond the catastrophic effects of mental illness. 
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15. Autism - R. Gundelfinger 

15.1 Definition 

Definition of Autistic Disorder by Leo Kanner 1943 

Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact: 

 Inability to make social connections 

 Inability to use language for the purpose of communication 

 Compulsive desire to keep sameness 

 Fascination for objects 

 Onset of symptoms before the age of 2 ½ J 

 (normal cognitive abilities) 

Hans Asperger 

“The nature of these children is revealed most clearly in their behaviour towards other people. Indeed, their behaviour in the social 
group is the clearest sign of their disorder and the source of conflicts from earliest childhood.” 

 Main problem they have: to find their place in groups -> this kids have normal language, and are intelligent 

Definition of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ICD 10) 

 Qualitative impairment in reciprocal social interaction 

 Qualitative impairment in verbal and nonverbal communication 

 Restricted interest and repetitive patterns of behaviour 

 Onset before age 2 ½ years 

 (unusual sensory interests) 

Autism Spectrum Disorders 

3 main diagnostics in ICD 10 that can be used: 
•  Autistic Disorder (severe autism) 
•  Atypical Autism (PDD – NOS) 
•  Asperger Syndrome (normal or very high 

intelligent, normal language) 
Differential Diagnosis: 

•  Childhood Disintegrative Disorder 
•  Rett Syndrome 

Evaluation of a Child with an Autistic Disorder 

 

15.2 Epidemiology 

Meta-Analysis 2012 

•  Autismus Spectrum Disorders ASD 0, 7 % oder 1 : 140 
•  Autistic disorder AD  ca. 1/4 
•  Atypical autism PDD-NOS  ca. 1/2 
•  Asperger Syndrome AS  ca. 1/4 
•  55 % of the children with ASD have a normal IQ 
•  30 % of the children with AD have a normal IQ 
•  Big part of autistic kids have a strong connection to computers 

New results from CDC (Center of Diseases Control) 

•  11 sites in the USA with 8 y children 
•  prevalence 1 : 50 – 1 : 200, average 1 : 68 
•  m:f = 4,5 : 1 
•  30 % increase in 2 years!! 
•  increase mainly in boys 
•  Increase mainly in children with an IQ > 70 

Dutch Study 

  3 cities: Eindhoven, Haarlem, Utrecht 

  School files on ASD, ADHS and Dyspraxia 

  ADHS and Dyspraxie in the 3 cities with similar frequency 
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Is there a biological reason for autistic disorders? 

 Sex ratio -> more common in boys than girls 

 Mental retardation -> structural defects in the brain 

 Epilepsy 

 Multi-case families 

 ASD with neurological disorders like Tuberous sclerosis, Fra-X syndrome, 

 extreme prematurity 

 Age of parents 

 Migration of parents 

 Medication during pregnancy 

 Infection during pregnancy, eg rubella -> cause kids with severe mental retardation and autism 

 Environmental influences during pregnancy -> vaccinations have NO influence on autism 

 Effect of folic acid -> folic acid may lower the risk 

15.3 Diagnosis 

 

Psychiatric Diagnosis 

  No measurable changes (lab tests, EEG, MRI ……) 

  No biomarkers 

  Only behavioural symptoms 

15.4 Symptoms 

Suspicious Symptoms during the 1. Year of Life 

Difficulties in the Parent- Child Interaction 

  Acoustic: 
 Little reaction to parents‘ voice 
 No reaction to name calling 
 Very few preverbal sounds 

 Visual: 
 Missing or unusual eye contact 

 Tactile: 
 Unusual reaction to touch or body contact 

The 1. Year - a closer look 
Studies with siblings of children with ASD 
Until the age of 6 months: 

 clinicians can‘t see a difference between the children who later develop ASD and the children who don‘t. 

 The worries of the parents of the children who later develop ASD and the healthy children don‘t differ. 
Between 6 and 12 months: 

 Healthy children will show a steady increase in directed social and interactive behaviour between 6 and 12 months of age, 
whereas children with ASD show very little or no increase and in some instances even a loss of these behaviours. 

13 siblings who will later develop ASD: 

 At   6 months 1 child with concerns 

 At 12 months 5 children with concerns 

 At 18 months  children with diagnosis, all others with concerns 

 At 24 months  children with diagnosis 

 At 36 months all children with diagnosis 

The 1. year – an even closer look 
The search for a biological marker 

 Eye fixation differentiates between children with ASD and controls after 2 months 

 Children with ASD look less at the eyes and more at the mouth or at objects 

 The less children look at eyes and the more they look at the mouth, the more autistic signs they will show at 24 months 
 Eye tracking: the way the kids look at things will be the first sign of autism 

Hypothesis: There is a lack in reinforcement 

 After birth and during the first weeks there is no difference in eye fixation!! 

 Children with ASD have the same inborn reflex to look at the eyes 

 This behaviour stabilizes and increases in normal children but it decreases in children with ASD 
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Suspicious Symptoms during the 2. Year of Life 

 Delay in speech development 

 No sharing of the world with others (joint attention) 
- No pointing towards interesting objects 
- No bringing of objects in order to show them 
- No looking at parents‘ face for social clues 
- No joint looking at pictures 

 Lack of imitative play 

 Very little or unusual nonverbal communication 

 Loss of verbal or social abilities 
 A lot of doctors look not at these things -> late talker would use all kind of nonverbal communication 

The social motivation hypothesis 

 

Suspicious Symptoms after the 2. Year of Life 

 Little interest in other children 

 Missing or unusual language 

 Repetitive and restrictive play behaviour 

 Little interest in picture books or stories 

 Fascination for rotating or glittering objects 

 Unusual hand or body movements 

 Hyper- or hyposensitivity to sounds, smells or touch 

15.5 Diagnostic Tools 
Screening 

 CHAT, Checklist for Autism in Toddlers 

 M-CHAT, Modified CHAT 

 SCQ, Social Communication Questionnaire 

 ASSQ, Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire 
Interview 

 ADI-R, Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised 

 ASDI, Asperger Syndrome Diagnostic Interview 
Play observation 

 ADOS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale 

 CARS, Childhood Autism Rating Scale 

Neuropsychology 

Social motivation hypothesis - Theory of Mind 

  The ability to think about other people thoughts 

  The ability to realize, that other people have other thoughts, wishes, motives then 
one self 

  The ability to take another person’s perspective. 
 Theory of Mind is a precondition for empathy. 

Weak central coherence - Intense world model 

 Sensory overload, like moving from a dark quiet cave to a loud disco with 
stroboscopic lights and masses of people 

 Options for survival: 
- reducing sensory input by retiring to a quiet room 
- Minimizing surprises by following routines, searching for patterns and structures 

 Animal model: valproat rat with increased anxiety 

 Adults can flee from sensory overload, babies can’t. They have to block out sensory stimuli and reduce communication 
and interaction 

 Research shows that the resting brain of people with ASD might proceed more information than the brain of neurotypical 
people 

“I was exploring the concept of consistency. It may have seemed that my world was upside down, but I was looking to get a grip on 
consistency. The constant change of most things never seemed to give me a chance to prepare myself for them. Because of this I 
found pleasure and comfort in doing the same things over and over again.” 
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15.6 Further Symptoms 

Strong central coherence 

Neurotypical information processing: 

 global information processing, integrating different information to understand a situation 

 central coherence is the ability to combine different elements to create a picture and to neglect details 

 to memorize a message not literally but to remember the meaning 

Weak central coherence 

Information processing of people with ASD: 

 local information processing, focussing on details and not the whole picture 

 with weak central coherence comes an ability to recognize details, focus on details and a preference to occupy oneself 
with details 

 Memorizing details (words, sentences) of a message but not the meaning 

Conceptual level - concretism 

 Difficulty to understand irony, jokes, proverbs, double meaning …. 
- Words and sentences get meaning from context 
- Can mean different things in different situations 

 It is necessary to interpret language on several levels 
- Text 
- Prosody 
- gestures, mimic 
- situation, experiences 

Sensory issues 

 effect is often underestimated 

 sensory overload 
“Reality to an autistic person is a confusing interacting mass of events, people, places, sounds and 
sights. There seem to be no clear boundaries, order or meaning to anything. A large part of my life is 
spent just trying to work out the pattern behind everything. Set routines, times, particular routes and 
rituals all help to get order into an unbearably chaotic life.” 

Diagnostic Criteria (Gillberg) 

 Difficulties with reciprocal social interaction (extreme egocentricity) 

 Restricted interests 

 Routines and rituals 

 Speech and language difficulties 

 Difficulties with nonverbal communication 

 Clumsiness 
“The worst problem for me is socializing. I cannot make friends and I need friends badly. When you have friends you get more 
support and you can ask a lot of things from them and they’ll help you because they are your friends…And because I don’t have 
friends it means that I’m cut off from help. Whenever I have a problem I have to handle it on my own. I don’t know how to socialize 
and that means I don’t know how to use people to my advantage” 

Asperger Syndrome in Girls 

 Same pattern, less severe expression less disruptive 

 Coping mechanisms: 
a. Hiding and mimicking 
b. Imitation, doll play peer support, reading 
c. Best girl friend 

 Special interests (animals, classic literature) 

 Imaginary friends 

Social Situations 
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Pretending to be normal 

The fun came from setting up and arranging things. Maybe this desire to organize things rather than play with things, is the reason I 
never had a great interest in my peers. They always wanted to use the things I had so carefully arranged. They would want to 
rearrange and redo. They did not let me control the environment. 

Savants 

 First description by Down 1887, he uses the term „idiot savant“ 

 Kanner‘s 10 cases: all had very good memory, 6 had a special talent for music 

 Savant syndrome: 50 % with ASD, 50 % with other neurological symptoms 

 10 % of people with ASD have „savant syndrome“ 

 Relatively few women with „savant syndrome“ 

 Kim Peek, the model for the «Rain Man» 

 He knew 6000 books by heart 

 He had 14 special interests, e.g. music, sport, geography, history 

 He was an extremely fast reader (2 pages simultaneously) 

 MRI with missing Corpus Callosum and other changes 

A study compared professional musicians with and without perfect pitch 
Musicians with perfect pitch 

  Had better results in the mosaic subtest in the HAWIE 

  Were more eccentric 

  Had lesser social abilities 

Problems in daily life 

 They have problems finding friends and are often bullied 

 They don’t stick to rules and unwritten laws 

 They make insulting remarks 

 They talk only about their favourite subject 

 They spend a lot of time (and money) for their special interest 

 They stick to their routines and find changes in their activities very difficult 

 Their motor coordination is weak 

 They often show sensory problems with noise, light, smell 

 They hate surprises and unexpected events 

 They have problems functioning in groups 

Symptoms of Asperger’s Syndrome seen as strengths 

People with Asperger Syndrome 

  are extremely reliable and loyal 

  are honest and communicate without second thoughts or double meaning 

  show a highly original problem solving 

  have an incredible memory for details 

  often have an extraordinary knowledge in their special field 

15.7 Intervention/Therapy 

Early intensive intervention 

Behavioural models: 

 Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) 

 UCLA – Modell (Lovaas) 

 Verbal Behavior (Carbone) 

 Early Start Denver Model (Rogers und Dawson) 
Others: 

 Mifne (Alonim) 

 FIAS (KJPD Basel) 

 Floor Time (Greenspan und Wieder) 

 PLAY (Solomon) 

 Option (Kaufmann) 

 RDI (Gutstein) 

Early intensive behavioural intervention – the Zurich model 

 1:1 treatment at home or in the center 

 25-35 hours per week 

 Students as therapists 

 2 years 

 Based on Ivar Lovaas‘ work ABA 

 Individual program for every child and family 
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KOMPASS Training Program 

 Recognizing emotions 

 Expressing emotions 

 Small Talk 

 Nonverbal communication 

Visualizing the session 

It helps them to get the structures: 

 

How does small talk work? Social activities in public 

 

Structuring relationships 

 

15.8 Medication 
 Medication has been disappointing 

 Until now there are no autism – specific drugs 

 Situation concerning neurotransmitters is complex 
 no good animal model 

 For comorbid symptoms or disorders 

 hyperactivity and attention problems 
- stimulants, eg Methylphenidate 
- Atomoxetin 

 aggressive, self injurious or extremely hyperactive behaviour 
- antipsychotics, eg. Risperidon, Aripiprazole, Piperidone 

 depression, anxiety or compulsive symptoms 
- SSRI, eg. Fluctine, Sertralin 

 Sleep disorders 
- Melatonin 
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Oxytocin 

Seit den 70 - er Jahren Forschung mit Tieren: 

 Fördert mütterliches Verhalten bei weiblichen Ratten, die noch keine Kinder hatten 

 Verstärkt Reaktion des Gehirns auf soziale Reize 
Seit 10 Jahren Studien mit Menschen: 

 Verstärkt Vertrauen (Spielstudien) 

 Effekt bei Erwachsenen mit ASS, aber v.a. bei Einzeldosis, bei längerer Behandlung undeutlich 
 
“I don’t mind my own company at all and have nothing in common with most other boys. This seems to cause teachers a problem. 
One teacher told me it was time I stopped being a ‘Billy No Mates’ and got out there and started having fun. As if his idea of fun was 
the only way – yeah right! That actually upset me quite a lot. Being alone doesn’t. I would say that if you don’t want to mix with 
people and are quite happy on your own, then carry on and don’t let anyone push you into anything different.” 
 
“Do you think you could find a room just for me with no windows and an opening under the door big enough to pass food through 
and reading information? That would be great as I wouldn’t have to deal with anyone and I could also read all day which I like 
doing. I can learn by myself.” 
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16. Neurobiological basis of repair and neurorehabilitation after traumatic CNS injuries 
- M. Schwab 

16.1 Physical trauma 
 Immediate destruction of tissue (necrotic death; 1-60 min.) 

 Followed by secondary degenerative events due to different mechanisms (30 min. –days): 
Cellular level: 
- Ischemia in surrounding tissue due to microthrombosis of blood vessels: Slow ischemic death of neurons, often 

by apoptosis 
- Release of neurotransmitters from ischemic terminals. High levels of glutamate lead to over-excitation of 

neurons and toxic intracellular Ca-concentrations (‘excitotoxicity’) 
- Free radical formation (catalysed by iron from bleedings): lipid peroxidation and membrane damage 
Tissue level: 
- Inflammation 
- Myelin damage, demyelination of intact fibers (very often the axon is still there and the myelin disappears -> 

conduction is not functional anymore) 
- Pressure damage by edema 

 Late phase: Scar formation (by astrocytes, microglia/macrophages and meningeal fibroblasts) and cyst formation (filled 
with cerebrospinal fluid) 

16.2 Stroke, ischemic lesion 
 Fast necrotic tissue death in the center of the lesion 

 Followed by slower degenerative processes in surrounding (‘penumbra’), very similar to mechanical trauma 

 Late phase: Fluid-filled ‘holes’ surrounded by scar (blood is really toxic to the brain regions, because of the iron) 

Functional consequences of the lesion 

Immediate loss of the functionality of fiber tracts and circuits: 

 Paraplegia: thoracic or lumbar spinal cord injury, legs and lower body 

 Tetraplegia: cervical spinal cord injury, upper and lower extremities 

 Hemiplegia, hemiparesis: Impairment of one side of the body after stroke (normally unilateral) or unilateral spinal cord 
injury 

1-6 mts. after incomplete spinal cord injuries or smaller strokes: Gradual, often partial recovery of certain functions 

 Neurobiological mechanisms of this recovery: under investigation 

 clinical, therapeutic approach: Rehabilitative training 

16.3 Mechanisms of structural and functional repair after CNS trauma 
 Regenerative sprouting and elongation of injured axons, formation of relay circuits 

Many CNS axons react to injuries by a transitory regeneration attempt. These sprouts can connect to targets proximal to 
the lesion (ex.: Hindlimb motor cortex axon collaterals connect to cervical spinal cord and assume forelimb functions). 
They can also contact spared propriospinal neurons that ‘bridge’ the lesion and form a ‘relay pathway’. Regeneration can 
be stimulated (antibodies against growth inhibitors, e.g. Nogo-A; growth factors) 

 Compensatory sprouting of intact, spared fibers, functional map shifts 
Intact fibers sprout and take over targets that have lost their input. The neurons of origin have to change and adapt their 
input connection to form a new functional circuit. (Ex.: After smaller stroke lesions, neighbouring parts of the motor 
cortex assume control over body parts that have lost their input: ‘remapping’ of motor cortex) 

 New neurons or new oligodendrocytes (myelin repair) 
Proliferation of stem cells is frequently observed in regions surrounding the trauma site, but new neurons are absent, 
new astrocytes contribute to the scar, and some cells (10%) differentiate into oligodendrocytes which can form new 
myelin (only animal data so far). 
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Microstimulation of axotomized hindlimb motor cortex: face, forelimb and hindlimb movements -> New motor corticospinal 
connections 

 
 adult fibers can grow!!!!! And they look for new targets 
 spot which showed no response after injury show response after 4 weeks 
 new motor corticospinal connections in animal models, new mapping in the brain 
 regeneration is successful in salamanders and absent in mammals 

Rehabilitative, intense, repetitive training in rats induces: 

 Strengthening of pre-existing connections spared by the lesion, e.g. by potentiation of synapses (LTP) 

 Stabilization of newly formed connections; selection of functionally meaningful connections out of ‘randomly’ formed 
circuits, pruning and elimination of malfunctional connections 

 Induction of growth (via up-regulation of growth factors?) 
 Training improves recovery of forelimb dexterity! 
 Trained rats have longer and more branched midline crossing cervical spinal tract fibers than untrained rat 
 Optimal training and Combination of growth enhancing therapies and training is still unknown 
 Growth promoting therapy by anti-Nogo-A antibodies enhances midline crossing corticospinal fiber growth and functional 

recovery 
 We first let the fibers grow and then let them train intensely -> training improves fiber growth and maybe stabilizes it. 

16.4 Important questions for clinical rehabilitation: 
 Optimal type of training? 

 Optimal time window after the lesion? 

 Optimal intensity and duration? 

 Combination of growth enhancing therapies and training 
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17. Mechanisms of stroke recovery & novel therapeutic approaches - R. Gassert 
 

Outline 

 Sensorimotor control and robot-assisted rehabilitation 

 Technology-assisted assessment and therapy 

 Towards targeted neurotherapy 

 Neurocognitive robot-assisted therapy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17.1 Human Sensorimotor System 
•  Invariant (but redundant) set of actuators 
•  Invariant set of sensors 
•  Fast transmission lines and processing (but not as fast as robots; 35/50mr 

or more vs 1ms) 
•  Noisy commands, actuators and sensors 
•  Plastic nervous system 
•  Variable relationship between motor command and movement 
•  Sensory feedback is to slow for closed-loop corrections (instability) 

Stroke 

  affects approx. 0.2% of the population 

  approx. 14k/10M stroke survivors per year in CH/world 

  ischemic (~87%) vs haemorrhagic 

  time is brain 

 

Sensorimotor Deficits Following Stroke 

 80% patients with motor deficits 
- Weakness (esp. extensors), hyperexcitability (esp. flexors), lack of coordination, abnormal muscle synergies, 

diminished finger individuation, … 

 10 - 90% patients with sensory deficits  
- Poor functional recovery due to severe and persistent sensory deficits 
- Conventional rehabilitation has strong focus on visually guided motor training (sensory function? cognition?) 

Motor Recovery after Stroke - Neurorehabilitation 

 

Reduction of Motor Deficits Following Stroke 

Two separate mechanisms: 

 True Recovery 
The same or close to the same prestroke movement patterns are regained poststroke (i.e. a reduction of impairment) 

 Compensation 
Using alternative movements to accomplish a motor task (i.e. using different muscle groups, joints, or effectors) 
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Proportional Recovery Model 

 Fugl-Meyer Score 24 to 72 h after stroke predicts recovery 
at 3 or 6 months 

 Existence of subpopulation with severe initial impairment 
(little recovery) 

 Tight propor3onal rela3onship of recovery to ini3al 
impairment when outliers removed (~70% recovery of 
initial impairment) 

 conven1onal neurorehabilita1on appears to have li6le 
impact on impairment over and above that of spontaneous 
biological recovery 

 Limited time-window for intervention 

Brain Plasticity Key to Recovery 

 

Clinical Assessment 
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Mechanism of Motor Impairment and Recovery in Stroke 

 
  More widespread, bilateral activation in severely impaired subjects 

- Post treatment increases in the contralesional motor regions 
- Shifts in laterality towards the uninjured hemisphere (Schaechter et al, 2002, Luft et al., 2004) 

  More “normal” activation patterns in mildly impaired subjects 

  Emerging evidence supporting functional relevance of secondary motor area recruitment 
How could you assess cortical spinal tract? Magnetic stimulation: stimulate primary motor cortex and see the muscle which reacts 
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Conventional Neurorehabilitation 

Some estimates: 

 Length of stay in rehabilitation center: 9-22d in US and EU; ~40d (up to 60d) in CH 

 Inpatients (stationäre Patienten) engage in upper limb motor activities only ~13% of the day 

 Inpatients receive ~1h of occupational and physiotherapy per day 

 Only about 50% of upper limb rehabilitation sessions is spent with movement therapy 

 ~30 movement repetitions performed in a 45 min session -> definitely too little 

 Inpatients are inactive ~48% time during the week; ~98% time during 

Motor (Re-)Learning 

In patients with hemiparesis: 

  Surprisingly few studies of motor learning after stroke 

  Conventional neurorehabilitation appears to have little impact on impairment 

  Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT) 
- Only scientifically proven method 
- Restraint of the less-affected extremity for 90% of waking hours 
- Massed practice with affected limb for 6 hours a day using shaping 
- Overcome learned non-use 
- Frustrating; only works in patients with remaining motor function 
- Impairment reduction or training of compensatory strategies? 

17.2 Novel Therapeutic Approaches 
 Technology-based assessments to gain a better understanding of response to 

specific treatments and transfer to the home environment 
- objective, sensitive, rapidly administered 
- e.g. virtual reality and robotics, wearable sensors for long-term activity 

monitoring in the home environment 
- Validity, reliability and acceptance? 

 Robot-assisted rehabilitation 
- complement conventional therapy; increase intensity and duration 
- patient-tailored therapy (assist-as-needed) 
- strengthen muscles through functional electrical stimulation (FES) 
- optimal interaction/assistance protocol? 

 Neural stimulation 
- Transcranial magnetic brain stimulation (TMS) 
- Transcranial direct/alternating-current stimulation (tDCS) 
- Transcranial random noise s3mula3on (tRNS, ~0.1–640 Hz) 

 Brain-machine interfaces (MEG, EEG, fNIRS) 

Robot-Assisted Rehabilitation - Good, but not better 

 Provide high intensity and duration, well controlled interaction, motivation, 
objective assessments, assistance as needed, group therapy 

 As good as dose-matched conventional rehabilitation 

 

17.3 Conclusions 
 Robots are not the (only) problem 

- Limited understanding of mechanisms underlying sensorimotor control and recovery 
- Lack of tools to improve understanding 

 Principles of motor learning for novel therapies 
- treat both motor and sensory aspects (haptics) 
- interaction dynamics (forward models) 
- include the brain in the loop 
- provide high intensity, repetition and variability 

 Promote close collaboration between scientists, clinicians and engineers 
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18. Planning Clinical Trials - G. Senti 
Important!  No difference between: „Sponsored clinical research – Investigator initiated research“ 

18.1 General remarks clinical trials 

Introduction Clinical Trials 

 Industry as sponsor 

 Investigator Initiated Trials, Non-commercial Trials 

 Epidemiological, observational trials (non-interventional trials) 

 Trials for medical devices 

 Clinical trials in other areas (e.g. surgery techniques) 

Phase I 

Safety/toxicity (safety, tolerability study is it toxic is it safe? Not interested in spec. diseases) 

  Tolerability  

  Metabolism  

  Healthy volunteers   

  10-50 participants  quite small 
- Which dosage is safe?  
- How should treatment be administered?  
- How does treatment affect the body?  

 Sometimes healthy symptomatic volunteers 

Phase II 

Therapeutic explorative 

 Proof of concept  

 Dose optimizing  

 Side effects  

 50-200 patients  

 Control group (mostly placebo) 
- Does treatment do what it is supposed to?  
- How does treatment affect the body? 

Phase III 

Therapeutic confirmative 

 Efficacy  

 Statistic significant groups (200 - over 1000 patients) 

 Risk – benefit?  

 Dose optimising  

 Reality conditions  

 Control groups 
 After successful phase III you go for marketing approval 

Phase IV 

Post Marketing Authorisation  
•  Takes place after Medicinal Product is approved by Health Authorities 
•  Long term safety 
•  Effectiveness  
•  Long term safety effect 
•  Subgroups (e.g. elderly, children, pregnant women) 

Types of clinical trials 

•  Treatment 
•  Prevention  
•  Screening and early detection  
•  Diagnostic  
•  Genetics  
•  Quality-of-life / supportive care 

Drug Development 

 
Cost to bring a drug to the market: 
• 100 Mio 
• 10 years 
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Clinical Development 

 

18.2 Regulations (Swissmedic/EMA/FDA) 

USA - FDA (Food and Drug Administration) 

•  Belongs to the Department of Health and Human Services 
•  CDER Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
•  New drug Application NDA  this you only have to do in the USA 
•  Investigational New Drug IND 
•  Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

Europe - EMA (European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products 

 CPMP = Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products (Scientific committee for medicines for human use) 
 Guidelines (e.g. how to develop immunotherapy -> you find everything on EMA!!! Follow the advice they give.) 
 Notes for Guidance 

Switzerland - Swissmedic, Schweizerisches Heilmittelinstitut 

 Worldwide we have the strictest law for clinical research 

Human Research Act (HRA) = Humanforschungsgesetz (HFG) 

 
Ordinances of the HRA  Two ordinance 

 
 
 
 For clinical trials (everytime you have an intervention) 
 Personal data & samples (HFV=Human Forschungs 

Verantwortung, also surgical trials are regulated) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Risk based Categorization of Research 
 3 categories of risk: A is the lowest risk, B the middle & C the highest category. All trials have 
different risk categories. 
Some changes: 

 A: don’t have to go to swissmedic. B & C have to go. A has an easier risk based monitoring. 

 C: highest risk, full safety reporting. Full one to one monitoring. 
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Changes from Previous Legislation 

 Risk categorization: Approval procedures, insurance requirements, reporting duties depend on hazard potential 

 Approval responsibility: lies with Ethical Committees ("EKs") and Swissmedic 

 Multicenter research projects: Lead Ethical Committee 

 Transparency: Public register(s) of clinical trials 

 

  
Multicenter Clinical Trials: Lead Ethical Committee Procedure 

 Lead Ethical Committee: 
Ethical Committee in charge at the coordinating investigator’s location 

 Involved EC: 
Concerned with professional and institutional prerequisites of the involved investigators/external centers in other 
Cantons 
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Changes from Previous Legislation 

 Risk categorization: Approval procedures, insurance requirements, reporting duties depend on hazard potential 

 Approval responsibility: lies with Ethical Committees ("EKs") and Swissmedic 

 Multicenter research projects: Lead Ethical Committee 

 Transparency: Public register(s) of clinical trials 

 

Summary 

 All research on humans must be regulated 

 Facilitations by risk categorization possible 

 Parallel application to Ethics Committee & Swissmedic saves time 

 Central registration of clinical trials 

18.3 Good Clinical Practice 
ICH-GCP: International Conference on Harmonization - Good Clinical Practice 

What is ICH? 

Working group of pharmaceutical industry experts and regulatory authorities from: 

 United States 

 European Union 

 Japan 

ICH Goal 

 To produce a single set of technical requirements for the registration of new drugs to streamline preclinical and clinical 
development 

 Remove redundancy / duplication in drug development and review processes 

 More economical use of human, animal and material resources 
For new drugs, a single set of data should demonstrate 

 Safety 

 Quality 

 Efficacy 

ICH Topics 

Safety 
 those relating to in vitro and in vivo pre-clinical studies 

Examples: S1 Carcinogenicity Testing, S2 Genotoxicity Testing 
Quality (talking about production of the drug) 

 those relating to chemical and pharmaceutical quality assurance 
Examples: Q1 Stability Testing, Q3 Impurity Testing 

Efficacy (E-Group is covering all clinical research in humans) 
 those relating to clinical studies in human subjects 

Examples: E4 Dose Response Studies, Carcinogenicity Testing, E6 Good Clinical Practice 
Multidisciplinary topics 

 topics which do not fit uniquely into one of the above categories 
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ICH: Efficacy guidelines 

  E1: Population exposure (to assess clinical safety)  

  E2: Clinical safety (clinical safety data management) 

  E3: Study reports (structure and content)  

  E4: Dose response (information)  

  E5: Ethnic Factors (acceptability of foreign clinical data)  

  E6: Good Clinical Practice (consolidated guidelines)  

  E7: Special Populations (e.g. studies in geriatrics) 

  E8: General considerations for studies (Clinical Trial Design) 

  E9: Statistical considerations  

  E10: Choice of control group 

What is GCP? 

GCP is an international ethical and scientific quality standard for: 

 Designing 

 Conducting 

 Recording (everything which is not recorded is “not” done) 

 Reporting 
of clinical trials that involve human subjects 

GCP Design Standards (tells you how your protocol should look like) 

 Protocol and Investigator’s Brochure content  

 Project is scientifically sound and feasible  

 Adequate resources (research personell)  

 Randomization / blinding procedures 

GCP Conduct Standards  

 Regulatory + ethics committee approvals  

 Compliances with protocol  

 Informed consent / confidentiality   

 Medical Management / adverse event recording  

 Qualifications + Training 

GCP Recording Standards  

 Case Report Form completion  

 Data handling (data management)  

 Security / audit trails  

 Product accountability (drug count)  

 Study Files / essential documents 

GCP Reporting Standards  

 Safety reporting (serious adverse events)  

 Progress reports  

 Monitoring reports / audit reports   

 Clinical trial report  
 to regulatory authorities / ethics committees / sponsor / investigators 

GCP- primary objective 
 To safeguard the rights and interests of research subjects! 
 The human life we have to save (always to protect the humans)! 

Clinical Development 
GCP (Good Clinical Practice): Definition of ICH (International Conference on Harmonisation) 

 GCP is an international ethical and scientific quality standard for designing, conducting, recording and reporting trials that 
involve the participation of human subjects. 

 Compliance with this standard provides public assurance that the rights, safety and well-being of trial subjects are 
protected, consistent with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, and that the clinical trial data are credible. 

 


